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ABSTRACT

BUZAS, JEFFREY SANDOR. Instrumental Variable Estimation in General-

ized Linear Measurement Error Models. (Under the direction of Leonard A.

Stefanski. )

The estimation of regression parameters in generalized linear models when

some covariates are concealed by normally distributed measurement error is

considered. It is assumed additional information in the form of instrumental

variables is available.

In an effort to clarify estimation in a probit model, a new approach to

instrumental variable estimation in linear models is explored. A new estimator

with the same limiting distribution as the maximum likelihood estimator is

derived via a constrained optimization problem.

A probit regression model is studied where the covariates, measurement error

and instrumental variables are normally distributed. A class of computationally

simple estimators is defined and an optimal estimator in this class is identified.

The maximum likelihood estimator is derived and shown to have the same

asymptotic distribution as the optimal simple estimator. A small simulation

study produces results consistent with the theory, and indicates the optimal

simple estimator may be robust to the assumption of normally distributed

covariates.

Estimation for generalized linear models III canonical form is studied VIa

estimating functions. Optimal estimating functions are obtained for functional

and non-parametric structural measurement error models when normally dis-

tributed instrumental variables are available. It is shown that the maximum



•

likelihood estimator for the linear normal theory model is a solution to the

optimal estimating function, indicating that the optimal estimating function

approach extends instrumental variable estimation to canonical generalized

linear models in a natural and coherent fashion. Finally, for the logistic re

gression model, small sample properties of the estimators are assessed through

a simulation study.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Statement of the problem

The problem of finding efficient, consistent estimators of parameters for

a general regression function in the presence of covariate measurement error

has not been solved. The problem will not be solved in this dissertation.,
However, efficient, consistent estimators are obtained for a probit model and

unbiased, efficient estimating functions are obtained for a class of generalized

linear models. The availability of instrumental variables, see Definition 1.2, is

assumed.

The statistical models studied in this dissertation are of the following form.

Given a covariate p-vector U = u and a covariate q-vector Z = z, Y has the

density

f
- {yg({3o + u

T (3I + zT(32) - b(g({3o + uT (3I + zT(32»
YIUZ - exp a(4»

+C(Y,4»} (1.1)

where g('), b(·), a(·) and c(',·) are known functions. The covariates Z are

observed but the covariates U are not. Rather X is observed which has density,

given U = u,

fxlU = (271")-~ IE661-1exp { -~(x - u?Eil(x - u)}. (1.2)

Interest lies in estimating the regression parameters ({3o, (3I, (32). The problem is

how to compensate for not observing U directly. The approach here is to make

use of additional observations W called instrumental variables. Motivation for
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the use of instrumental variables is given in Section 1.3 and the distributional

assumptions are given in Definition 1.2.

Depending on how the data are collected, the covariates U may be considered

as fixed or random. The situation is not unlike fixed or random effects in

analysis of variance models. Models where the covariates are considered fixed

are termed functional models. When the covariates are considered random the

model is called structural. See Kendall and Stuart (1979, Ch. 29) for the origins

of these terms.

In structural models, the distribution of the observable data (Y, X, W), given

Z = z, depends on !ulz, the density of the unobservable covariates U, given

Z = z. If the parametric form of !ulz is specified, a parametric structural

model is obtained. When !ulz is unspecified a non-parametric structural model

is obtained.

This chapter serves as a brief introduction to the problems encountered in

the analysis of regression models subject to covariate measurement error. A

linear model is used to illustrate problems and some solutions. The chapter

is organized as follows. Section 1.2 briefly explores the effect of covariate

measurement error and describes some assumptions commonly employed in the

analysis of measurement error models. Section 1.3 motivates a definition for

instrumental variables by determining some sufficient conditions for obtaining a

consistent estimator in the linear model. The situation where more instruments

are available than covariates measured with error is discussed. Section 1.4

provides a brief review of the extension of instrumental variable estimation to

2



non-linear models. Finally, an overview of the dissertation is given in Section

1.5.

1.2 Effects of measurement error

A common assumption in the analysis of structural measurement error

models is that, given U = u, the response Y is independent of the observed

covariate X j that is

!YXIU = !YIU!xlU

where, for example, !XIU denotes the conditional density of X given U = u.

This assumption is equivalent to

!YIXU = !Ylu, (1.3)

When (1.3) is satisfied, X is called a surrogate for U. The interpretation is

that, given U = u, X gives no more information concerning the distribution of

Y. Using (1.3) it follows

E(Y IX) = E(E(Y IX) IX, U)

=E(E(Y IX, U) IX)

=E(E(Y IU) IX).

Since conditional expectation can be thought of as a smoothing operation,

apparently measurement error tends to obscure the relationship between the

response and covariates.

To further illustrate, consider the simple linear regression structural mea
I

surement error model .

Y = {30 + {31 U + to

X=U+8

3

(1.4)



error.

where €, aand U are mutually uncorrelated with zero means and variances O'~E'

0'~6 and O"bu respectively.

If we also assume joint normality of (€, a, U), then

2

E(Y IX) = f30 + f31 E(U IX) = f30 + f31 ( 2 O'uu 2 )X. (1.5)
O'uu + 0"66

The magnitude of the slope in the regression E(Y IX) is clearly less than that in

E(Y IU) when 0'~6 > 0, exhibiting the smoothing induced by the measurement

if
Another way to view model (1.4) is to write

(1.6)

A classical assumption in regression analysis is the regressor is uncorrelated with

the error. Clearly X is correlated with the error term € - f31 a. Consequently,

the usual estimator for slope is inconsistent, see below.

Methods that account for measurement error often require additional knowl-

edge of some parameters in the model. The reason is lack of identifiability of

the parameter vector, and/or the dimension of the parameter vector being the

same order as the sample size.

DEFINITION 1.1: Let X be a random variable with distribution function

Fx(x; 0) where 0 is a vector of parameters in a parameter space e. Then 0

is identified if for any 01,02 E e, 01 i- O2 implies:lx 3 Fx(x;OI) i- FX(X;02).

A particular element O(i) of 0 is identified if Oil i- Oi2 implies :Ix 3 Fx(x; ( 1 ) i

Fx(x; (2).

One can easily show that (31 is not identified in the normal theory version

of model (1.4), even though we have specified the parametric families for the

4



covariates U and the measurement error h. However, it is curious that (31 is

identified when the distribution of U is non-normal. For further discussion

of this, see Fuller (1987, p.73). The normal theory functional model, that is

the normal theory version of (1.4) with Ui = Ui fixed, is identified provided

Z:::?=I(Ui - it? > O. However, the likelihood is unbounded; take Ui = Xi and

let U66 ~ O. Consistent estimation of «(30, (3I) in the structural and functional

versions of (1.4) seems hopeless without additional knowledge of some model

parameters.

Many methods that account for measurement error require knowledge of

or the ability to consistently estimate the measurement error variance, see for

example Carroll et al (1984) , Stefanski (1985), Burf (1988), Whittmore and

Keller (1988). To see how knowledge of u~6 will allow consistent estimation of

(31, multiply (1.6) through by X and take expectations to arrive at

(1.7)

where ulx = U&u + U~6. If the data consist of n independent observations

{Yi, Xd~=I' a consistent estimator of (31 is

where (Byx, alx) denotes a consistent estimator of (uyx, ulx). For example,

ayx = ~ Z:::?=1 (Yi - Y)(Xi - X). Note that the usual least squares estimator

from the regression of Y on X is

compare to (1.5). The inconsistency results from the correlation of the regressor

X with the error € - (31 h.
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1.3 Instrumental variables

Now suppose 0'~6 is unknown. Then (1.7) fails to identify a consistent

estimator for /31. The problem is the term /31 0'~6' which is the covariance

between X and the error € - /310. Suppose that a random variable W,

uncorrelated with € and 0, is available. Then (1.6) leads directly to

and prov~edO'xw = O'uw + 0'6W = O'uw =I=- 0,

A ayw
/31,IV = -A

O'xw
(1.8)

is consist~nt for /31. As the subscript on the estimator suggests, (1.8) is an

instrumental variable (IV) estimator and W is an instrumental variable. The

following defines what is meant by instrumental variable in this dissertation. In

order to exploit the form of the models given by (1.1) and (1.2), the definition

is more restrictive then the conditions just encountered. In particular, the

parametric form for the distribution of W is specified.

DEFINITION 1.2: A k-vector random variable W is an instrumental variable

for an unobservable covariate u if

i) The density of W given U = u and Z = z is of the form

• 1

!wluz = (27l")-21~wwlUzl-2

xexp{ -~(w-e-~Tu-,,?z)T

x EiiwJUz(w - e- ~Tu -l'TZ)},

where 7] =I=- o.
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ii) Given U = u and Z = z, the response Y and the measured covariate X

are independent of W, that is

!YXWIUZ = !YXlUz!wlUz .

The next example illustrates that it is necessary to have at least as many

instruments as covariates measured with error and that if more instruments

are available than covariates measured with error a class of estimators results.

Suppose that U is k-dimensional, that is k covariates are measured with error.

Suppose also that p instruments W are available. Then

leads to

L:WY = L:wx (31 (1.9)

where L:WY is a p X 1 vector and L:wx is a p X k matrix. Assume L:wx is full

rank. When p < k, there are infinitely many solutions to (1.9), so that (1.9)

fails to identify a consistent solution. When p 2:: k there exists a unique solution

to (1.9) and a consistent solution can be identified. For p 2:: k, define

~ ~

where L:wx represents any generalized inverse for L:wx. The estimator is

consistent provided ~wx and ~WY are consistent for L:wx and L:WY. Note

that fJl,IV may not be uniquely defined, because if

(1.11)

is not a consistent equation, see Definition 1.3 below, fJl,IV will depend on the

choice of g-inverse twx.

7



DEFINITION 1.3: Let A and B be matrices of constants of dimension 1x m and

1x p. Let e be a p x m matrix of parameters. The equation A = Be is consistent

if there exists c* such that A = Bc*.

Under normality, p = k implies (1.11) is almost surely consistent, and p > k

implies (1.11) is almost surely inconsistent. It turns out that a particular choice

of g-inverse is efficient asymptotically. This is pursued, through a different

formulation of the problem, in Chapter 2. The situation is analogous to the

linear model with correlated errors. The ordinary least squares estimator is

consistent, but the generalized least squares estimator is more efficient. The

difference between the ordinary and generalized least squares estimators is the

choice of g-inverse for the model matrix.

1.4 Non-linear models

Now suppose Y and X are observed according to

Y = f(U,{1) + €

where f(-,·) is a known function and €, 6 and U are as in Section 1.2 except

now E(62
) = 1. Define f'(U,{1) = atf(U,{1). Then

so that

Y = f(X, (1) - f' (U, (1)U66 6 + € +o((66).

Analogous to the linear model, suppose W is a random variable with E(W6 I

U) = 0, E(W€) = 0 and COV(W,f(X,{1» =F o. The notation COV(·,·) denotes

8



the covariance of the arguments. Then

where ~Wy = E(WY) and ~Wf(,8) = E{W!(X, ,8)}. When! is linear, there

exists a solution in ,8 to

~Wy - ~Wf(,8) = O. (1.12)

This fact enabled identification of a consistent estimator for ,8 even though

A t A

~w - ~Wf(,8) = 0,

the sample version of (1.12), ge rally did not admit a solution.

For general !, (1.12) may n t have a solution, which seems to preclude

development of a consistent est mator. Nevertheless, it is possible to define

estimators based on (1.12). Bowden and Turkington (1984, p. 13) propose an

estimator fi that minimizes

(1.13)

where M is a positive definite weight matrix and {f:WY ,Ewf(,8)} is the sample

moment version of fEwy, ~Wf(,8)}. Indeed, minimizing (1.13) when! is linear

leads to the class of estimators (1.10) considered in the previous section.

Amemiya (1985,1990a,1990b) studies the asymptotic properties of the esti

mator defined through (1.13) for general!. He obtains consistency results, but

only by simultaneously considering 0'~6 ~ 0 and n ~ 00.

In this dissertation consistent, efficient estimators are identified under the

usual asymptotic condition n ~ 00. The stronger results are obtained by

exploiting the structure in the non-linear models defined through (1.1).

9



1.5 Dissertation overview

In Chapter 2, the normal theory linear regression model with structural mea

surement error is analyzed when normally distributed instrumental variables

are available. A new estimator is derived that is asymptotically efficient. The

purpose of studying the linear model is to illuminate problems and solutions

that are encountered in the study of a structural probit measurement error

model.

In Chapter 3, a structural probit model is studied when the covariates,

measurement error and instrumental variables are normally distributed. A class

of computationally simple estimators is defined and an optimal estimator in this

class is identified. The maximum likelihood estimator is derived and shown to

have the same asymptotic distribution as the optimal simple estimator.

Finally, Chapter 4 studies generalized linear measurement error models in

canonical form when instrumental variables are available. Unbiased estimating

functions are obtained in the functional model and efficient estimating functions

are obtained in the non-parametric structural model.

10



CHAPTER 2

Instrumental Variable Estimation in Normal Theory Linear

Measurement Error Models

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to review instrumental variable estimation

in the linear model under normality assumptions. Our approach differs from

those found in the literature. It is motivated by identification issues in the

probit model considered in the next chapter. The purpose of this chapter is to

gain insight into the more complicated probit model.

Section 2.2 defines the model and examines the parameter restrictions

induced by the measurement error model. Maximum likelihood and method-of 

moments instrumental variable estimators are derived in Section 2.3. In Section

2.4 an optimal method-of-moments estimation procedure is defined. Section 2.5

shows the asymptotic variance of the optimal method-of-moments estimator for

slope is equivalent to the asymptotic variance for slope of the estimator (2.4.14)

given in Fuller (1987, Theorem 2.4.1, p.151).

2.2 Linear regression and parameter restrictions

Consider the measurement error model given by

y = Po + p[U + €

X = U +6,

where € fV N(O, u~), 6 fV N(O, ~ss), U fV N(p,u, ~uu), and €, 6, and U

are mutually independent. We also have available a vector W of normally

distributed instruments, see Definition 1.2. Estimation of PI is the primary

11



interest. For simplicity, assume ~66 and ~uu are full rank, implying there are

no covariates measured without error.

The model can be described succinctly in terms of the observable vector

Throughout this dissertation,

(~)-

{ (

f30 + f3rJ.tu) (f3r~uu f3I + (1~f
N J.tu , ~UUf3I

J.tw ~WUf3I

where dim(Y) = 1, and dim(W) ~ dim(X).

f3r~uu
~uu+ ~66

~wu

f3r~UW) }
~uw (2.1)
~ww

means and centered second-moment matrices are indicated by J.t and ~ re

spectively where the subscripts indicate the corresponding distribution, e.g.

J.tu denotes the mean of U and J.tulxW denotes the mean of U I X, W. For

scalar random variables, (1 replaces ~. Note that the distribution of W defined

in (2.1) is compatible with Definition 1.2. In order to identify f3I, assume

rank(~wu) = dim(X). The data consist of n independent copies of (2.1).

Denote the parameters in this model by the vector

This model can be reparameterized to

~YX

~xx

~wx

~YW)}
~xw .
~ww

Inspection of the original parameterization reveals the constraint ~Wy E

c(~WX), where C(·) denote column space. Let

12



represent the above parameterization. The vech operator forms a column vector

from the unique k(ki
l
) elements of a k x k symmetric matrix. Ignoring the

constraint ~Wy E C(~wx) and maximizing the likelihood with respect to fh

leads to the class of estimators (1.12) considered in Chapter 1. Maximizing the

likelihood with respect to fh subject to ~Wy E C(~wx) leads to the maximum

likelihood estimator. Instead of analyzing the problem from this perspective,

we consider other parameterizations that are amenable to the probit model

considered in Chapter 3. A new class of computationally simple estimators

results. See Fuller (1987, Ch.2, p. 148) and Judge et. al. (1985, Ch. 14-15) for

other instrumental variable estimators in the linear model.

Letting fy xw denote the density of (Y, X, W), the factorization fy xw =

!YIXW!xlw!W suggests the regression parameterization,

(~)

E~J}
where!lx = ,8xllw + ,8.kllW!lW, and the covariances A,B, and C are defined

in terms of

The regression coefficients ,8xllw and ,8XllW, for example, are the coefficients

of the intercept and W respectively of the regression of X on 1 and W.

The notation allows the identification of groups of coefficients, e.g. ,8Xll W =

(,8xllw, ,8Xllw)·

13



Note it is possible to write (}2 = g((}l) for some 1 to 1 function g(.). Suppose,

in general, that a model with parameters 81 is subject to the condition h(81 ) = 0

for some function h(·). If (}2 = g((}I), and g(.) is 1 to 1, the constraint in terms

of the parameterization (}2 is hog-1 ( (}2) = o.

LEMMA 2.1. The regression parameterization is constrained by

(2.2)

PROOF: The relevant relations between parameterizations (}1 and (}2 are

~WX = ~WW,8XI1W

and

Since ~Wy

rearrangmg

~Wy = ~WX,8YI1XW + ~WW,8YI1XW'

~wx,8l, it follows ,8XI1W,81 = ,8XI1W,8YI1XW + ,8YI1XW, or

Define

(2.3)

A = ,81 - ,8YI1XW.

Then ,8XI1WA = ,8YI1XW, i.e. ,8YI1XW E C(,8XI1W)' •

The constraint (2.2) on the regression parameterization suggests replacing

,8Y 11XW by ,8XII W A leading to yet another parameterization

14



The difference between parameterizations 82 and 83 is 82 ignores the constraint

(2.2) while 83 does not. Maximizing the likelihood of independent observations

{Yi,Xi, Wili=lwith respect to 83 will yield maximum likelihood estimators for

(30 and (31. The maximum likelihood estimator and method-of-moments type

estimators are discussed in the next section.

2.3 Maximum likelihood and method-of-moments estimators

We first derive the maximum likelihood estimators for the regression param

eters ((30, (31) of model (2.1). This amounts to examining relationships between

80 and 83 •

As defined in the proof of Lemma 2.1, A= (31 - (3YI1XW. By the invariance

property of maximum likelihood estimators,

~l,mle = ~YI1XW + X,

where ~YI1XW and X denote the estimators for (3YI1XW and A obtained by

maximizing the likelihood of {Yi, Xi, Wi}i=l with respect to 83 • Next, combining

the identities

{30 + /lre{31 = {3YIIXW +{3YI1XW({3xIIW + (3XI1W/lW) + {3XI1WA,

/lx = {3xIIW + (3XI1W/lW,

A = {31 - {3YI1XW,

and solving for {30 gives

~o,mle = ~YIIXW - ~XIIWX.

15



The method-of-moments estimators are quite similar. They are derived from

relations between parameterizations 82 and 80 .

From the proof of Lemma 2.1, ,8XII W(,81 - ,8YIIXW) = ,8YIIXW so that

where .BXII W denotes a generalized inverse for .BXIIW. In an analogous fashion

to the derivation of .Bo,mle, we arrive at

The estimators .BYIIXW and .BXIIW are obtained by maximizing the like

lihood of {Yi,Xi, Wilf=lwith respect to 82 , or equivalently via least squares

regressions of Y on X and W and X on W respectively.

When the regression parameters in (2.3) are replaced by the corresponding

estimates, the resulting equation is not necessarily consistent in the sense

of Definition 1.3. Consequently, the properties of the method-of-moments

estimators depend on the choice of a generalized inverse for ,8XIIW. This is

explored in Section 2.4. Note if dim(W) = dim(X), that is we have the same

number of instruments as covariates measured with error, then (2.3) is almost

surely consistent since ,8XII W is non-singular with probability one. The method

of-moments estimators and the maximum likelihood estimators are equiWJ.ent

in this case.

2.4 The optimal method-of-moments estimator

In this section we show that the asymptotic distribution of fh ,mm depends

on the choice of a generalized inverse (g-inverse) for .BXIIW' For clarity, assume

16



that dim(X) = 1, and replace :Exxlw with (1~xlw.

Assume the data are generated according to (2.1). Also assume

E(W) = o. (2.4)

It can be shown that no generality is lost with this additional assumption. See

Section 3.5 for the argument in the probit model.

Define ,8YIIXW , ,8XIIW, and (u}YIXW,u~xlw)as the solutions to

where, suppressing function arguments,

.pI = 17Y~IXW(Y, -I3YI!xW -I1¥I IXWX, -I3YIIxwW,) ( 6.)
.,p2 = (1X~lw(Xi - ,8xllw - ,8xIIWWi) (iri)

and

Note .,pI and .,p2 lead to the familiar normal equations from linear models.

Then appealing to standard maximum likelihood theory (or Theorem 3.5 in

Chapter 3; the regularity conditions are easily verified),

17



where,

{
T }-land ~2 = E( .,p2.,p2 ) .

Partition the asymptotic covariance matrix of ,BYIIXW as

A1x AIW)
Axx Axw
Awx Aww

where ACOV(,BYIIXW,,BYIIXW) = u}YIXWAxw for example. The notation

ACOV(·, .) denotes the covariance ofthe limiting distributions of the arguments.

Similarly, partition

2 (Bll 0)
~2 = UXXIW 0 Bww .

The following Lemma is needed in the derivation of an optimal g-inverse.

LEMMA 2.2. Under assumptions (2.1) and (2.4) ,

ACOV(,BYIIXW,,BYIIXW) = u}YIXWAwx = -u}Ylxw,BxllWAxx ,

ACOV(,BYIIXW, ,BYIIXW) = -u}YIXWAwx p,x·

PROOF: Recall E(Wi) = 0 so that

x Wl}

~~w) .
~ww

Apply result A.2 of the appendix for inverting partitioned matrices to obtain

A1x AIW)
Axx Axw
Awx Aww

18



where

All = 1 +p~Awwpx

Axx = (axx - ~XW~iilW~WX)-1

Aww = (~ww - ~wx~X~~XW )-1

AXI = -Ax xJ1.X

AWl = -Awx J1.X

Awx = -~ww~wxAxx.

Since ~iilw~wx = ,8XIIW, the result follows. •

The next task is to determine how the asymptotic covariance of i31,mm

depends on ,8XII w and then try to identify an optimal estimation strategy.

It is useful to note that the g-inverses for a full rank matrix M of dimension

u x v, u ~ v are characterized by M- M = I. For convenience, denote g-inverses

of ,8XIIW by aT, i.e. aT satisfies aT,8xllw = 1.

THEOREM 2.1. Under assumptions (2.1) and (2.4) , the asymptotic variance

of i31,mm is given by

This expression is minimized over aT satisfying aT,8XIIW= 1 by

aT =

{,8~llw(a~YIXwAWW +A2a3cxlwBww )-I,8xIIW}-1

x ,8~IIW(a~YIXwAww +A2a3cxlwBww)-I.
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Note the underbar notation is used to denote the optimal g-inverse.

T "'T'"
PROOF: Using the identities,BYllxW = ,BXIIW'\, G ,BXIIW = 1, G ,BXIIW = 1

and assuming aT~GT it follows

AT TAT A= (G - G ),BYIIXW + G (,BYIIXW - ,BYIIXW)

AT A TAT A
= G (1 - ,BXIIWG ),BYIIXW + G (,BYIIXW - ,BYIIXW)

AT A T TAl=G (1 - ,BXIIWG ),BYIIXW + G (,BYIIXW - ,BYIIXW) + op(n-~)

TAT A _.1
= -G (,BXIIW - ,BXIIW)'\ + G (,BYIIXW - ,BYIIXW) + open 2).

The third equality is justified by an appeal to Slutsky's Theorem and the last

equality follows from the identities ,BYIIXW = ,BXIIW'\ and GT,BxIIW = 1 and

an appeal to Slutsky's Theorem. Then

(Pl,mm - ,BI) = (PYIIXW - ,BYIIXW)

TAT A 1

- G (,BXIIW - ,BXIIW)'\ + G (,BYIIXW - ,BYIIXW) + op(n-~)

so that

ACOV(Pl,mm, Pl,mm) =

O"~Ylxw(Axx + AxwG + GTAwx + GTAwwG)

+ GT,\2U~XIWBwwG

= -U}YIXWAXX + GT(U}YIXWAWW + U~XIW,\2Bww )G.

The last equality follows from Lemma 2.2.
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The solution to minoT {GT(O"?YIXWAWW + 0"~XIW.A2Bww)G} subject to

GT f3X 11W = 1 is found in Roo (1973, p.60). The solution is

GT =

{,8kI1W(0"~YIXwAww +.A20"~xlwBww)-1,8xI1W}-1
X,8kI1W(0"~YlxwAww +.A20"~xlwBww )-1. •

Note that ACOV(P1,mm, P1,mm) depends on the choice of GT but not on the

method of estimating GT , i.e., any consistent estimator of GT will result in

the same asymptotic distribution for ,81,mm. The optimal method-of-moments
,.. ,.. AT,..

estimation strategy is now clear. Define f31,mm = ,8YI1XW +G ,8YI1XW, where
AT ATA ATp T
G satisfies G ,8XI1W = 1 and G ---+G . From Theorem 2.1, the sequence

of estimators will have minimum asymptotic variance in the class of method of

moments estimators. An obvious choice for the estimated optimal g-inverse is

where ~ GT,BYI1XW and GT satisfies GT,BxI1W = 1 and GT~GT. For

AT AT A )-1 AT AT P T
example, G = (,8XI1W,8xI1W ,8XI1W. Then G ---+G follows from the

consistency of the linear regression estimators and the sample moments of the

normal distribution.

2.5 Asymptotic variances of the optimal method

of-moments and maximum likelihood estimators

Using Lemma 2.2 it can be shown GT minimizes the asymptotic variance of

the joint asymptotic distribution of (Po,mm, P1,mm)T. It can then be shown this
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variance is equivalent to the asymptotic variance of the maximum likelihood

estimator. The proof of this fact is omitted since it is cumbersome and very

similar to the analogous result for the probit model, see Section 3.5. However,

the skeptic may wish to read the remainder of this section. It is shown the

asymptotic variance of the optimal method-of-moments estimator for slope is

equivalent to the asymptotic variance of the estimator (2.4.14) in Fuller (1987,

Theorem 2.4.1, p.151).

The asymptotic variance of the estimator (2.4.14) in Fuller is given in his

Theorem 2.4.1. The variance for the slope, under the assumption E(W) = 0

and converted to our notation is

(2.5)

The varIance of the optimal method-of-moments estimator, as seen from

Theorem 2.1, is

The task is to show (2.5) and (2.6) are equivalent. We first show

Using the representations

Aww = ~~w + .8XIIWAXX.8I I1W

Bww=~~w
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and result A.I in the appendix we have

(<7fYIXWAww + ..\2<7i-xlwBWW)-1

k2<7?YIXW~ww,8xI1WAxx,8~11W~WW
=k~ww - 2 T

1 + k<7YYIXWAxx,8xI1W~ww,8xI1W

k~ww + k2<7}YlxwAxx(~ww,8~11W~ww,8xI1~ - ~WW,8XI1~,8~11W~WW)

- 1 + k<7}YIXWAxx,8kI1W~ww,8xI1W

where we have used ,8XI1W = ~iiJw~wx. It remains to show <7}YIXW +
..\2<7~xlw = <7;e + ,8;<7~6' There are several ways to do this. We use the

identities

2 ,82 2 2,82 2 2 ,82 2<7y = 1 <7XX - 1 <766 + <7EE + 1 <766

<7} = ,8}11XW<7~X + ,8~11XW~WW,8YI1XW + 2,8YI1XW~XW,8YI1XW + <7}YIXW

<7kx = ,8kI1W~WW,8xI1W +<7~XIW

,8YI1XW = ,81 - ..\

,8YI1XW = ,8XI1W..\ = ~»JW~WX..\'

The first three identities result from the regressions of Y on X, Y on X and
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W, and X on W, respectively. The first two identities give

2 \ 2 2 \ 2 2 f32 2 2f32 2O"YYIXW + 1'\ O"XXIW - 1'\ O"XXIW - IO"XX + I 0"66

+ f3?IIXWO"~X + f3~IIXW~Wwf3YIIXW + 2f3YIIXW~Xwf3YIIXW.

Using the last three identities, the right hand side of the equation above

simplifies to

If we can show AO"1-xlw = f3IO"l6' then we are done. Using the definition of

f3YIIXW and some identities established in the Proof of Lemma 2.2 we have

f3YIIXW = Axx~xy +Axw~wy

=f31(AxxO"bu - Axxf3kIIW~WX)

= f3IAxx(O"~x - L:xwL:~wL:wx - 0"~6)

= f3I - f3IAxxO"~6

as required.
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CHAPTER 3

Instrumental Variable Estimation in a Probit

Measurement Error Model

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter a probit regression model is studied wherein normally

distributed covariates are subject to normally distributed measurement errors.

Under the assumption that instrumental variables are available, the parameters

in the probit model are shown to be identified. A class of computationally

simple estimators is defined and an optimal estimator in this class is identified.

The maximum likelihood estimator is derived and shown to have the same

asymptotic distribution as the optimal simple estimator.

Much of the literature concerning estimation of regression parameters when

some covariates are subject to measurement error assumes knowledge of or

the ability to consistently estimate the measurement error variance. Examples

pertaining to binary regression models include Carroll et. at. (1984), Stefanski

and Carroll (1985), and Burr (1988). It is often assumed that replicate

measurements on covariates subject to error are available since this allows

estimation of the error variance. However, the assumption that additional

measurements are replicates is not always tenable and, when violated, will result

in additional bias in estimators. In linear models, this has been recognized and

studied through instrumental variables models, see Fuller (1987).

The extensions of instrumental variable theory to non-linear models has

been limited. Amemiya (1985, 1990a, 1990b) and Turkington and Bowden

(1984) describe methods that apply quite generally, and Stefanski and Buzas

(1992) describe methods applicable t%5 generalized linear models. However,



the methods described by these authors usually result in only approximately

consistent estimators where the strength of the approximation depends on the

size of the measurement error variance. In this chapter, computationally simple

and fully efficient estimators are derived for a probit measurement error model

with normally distributed instruments.

The statistical model has the following form. Given U - u and Z z,

assume the binary response Y satisfies

Prey = 1 IU = u, Z = z) = ~(f3o + f3iu + f3iz), (3.1)

where ~(.) is the standard normal distribution function. Model (3.1) is a

probit regression model. Interest lies in estimating (f3o, f3I, f32)' Suppose U

cannot be observed but rather X = U + h is observed where h is normally

distributed measurement error. The availability of instrumental variables W is

also assumed. In particular, it is assumed that the observable data consist of n

independent, identically distributed observations {Yi, Xi, Zi, Wdi=l satisfying

the distributional assumptions

E(Y IX = x,Z = z, W = w) = E(E(Y IU,Z) IX = x,Z = z, W = w) (3.2)

and

(
X) {(P,U) (~UU + ~66U ro.J N p,u ~uu
Z p,z' ~zu

W P,W ~wu

~uu

~uu

~zu

~wu

~uz

~uz

~zz

~wz

~uW) }~uw

~zw .

~ww

(3.3)

Assumption (3.2) is equivalent to the assertion that the conditional distribution

of Y IU, X, Z, W is the same as the conditional distribution of Y I U, Z. Implicit

in (3.3) is that COV(W,6) = 0 and it is assumed COV(W, U) = ~wu # O. The

distributional assumptions imposed on W are compatible with Definition 1.2.
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This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, two parameterizations

for (3.1)-(3.3) lead to two estimation procedures for (f3o,!J}, (32); the maximum

likelihood estimator and method-of-moments estimators. In Section 3.3 an

optimal simple estimator is identified and the main theorem is stated; the

optimal simple estimator and the maximum likelihood estimator have the

same asymptotic distribution. Section 3.4 provides rigorous consistency and

asymptotic normality arguments for the parameterizations of Section 3.2. The

proof of the main theorem is developed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. Expressions for

the asymptotic variance of the optimal simple estimator are derived in Section

3.7. Finally, a small simulation study is presented in Section 3.8 and a summary

is given in Section 3.9.

3.2 Estimators for (f3o, f3I, (32)

3.2.1 Simple estimators

In structural linear models, instrumental variable estimation usually proceeds

from the assumption E(Y IU, Z, W) = E(Y IU, Z). This assumption implies

E(Y IZ, W) = E(E(Y IU,Z) IZ, W)

= f30 + f3'[E(U I Z, W) + f3fz

= f30 + f3'[E(X IZ, W) + f3fz.

Then (/30, /31 , /32) can be estimated using the regressions of Y and X on Z

and W. For the probit model, it is not possible to directly recover (f30, f31, (32)

using the strategy above, see Stefanski and Buzas (1992). In fact, writing the

joint density as !YXZW = !YIXZW!xlzW!zw suggests consideration of the

conditional distribution of Y given (X, Z, W). Using assumptions (3.2) and
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(3.3) it follows that

E(Y IX = x, Z = z, W = w) = c}? ((30 + (3'[J-Lulxzw + (3'[z) . (3.4)
JI + (3'['r;,uUIXZW(31

The conditional densities of (U,X) I (Z, W), X I (Z, W) and U I (X, Z, W)

satisfy

!UXIZW
f = !ulxzw,
xlzW

i.e., the regression of UX I (Z, W) on X I (Z, W) is equivalent to the regression

of U on (X, Z, W). Then using properties of conditional normal distributions

it follows that

where

The distribution of (Y, X, Z, W) can be defined using the parameterization

However, it is not immediately clear whether ((30, (31, (32) are identified. Anal

ogous to the linear model of Chapter 2, we obtain a regression parameteriza

tion showing that ((30, (31, (32) are identified and suggesting a simple estimation

scheme.

Note that the regression of Y on (X, Z, W) has the form

Prey = 1 IX = x, Z = z, W = w) = C}?(,1 + ,Ix + ,Iz + ,~w)
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where

and

,1 = r-y((3o +(3i(I - ~T)(3xIIZW)

'X = r-y~(31

,Z = r-y((3xll~W(I - ~)(31 + (32)

,W = r-y(3xIIZW(I - ~)(31 (3.6)

r~1 = J(3i~TExxlzw(I - ~)(31 + 1.

If dim(X) = 1 then 0 < ~ ::; 1 and since 0 < r-y ::; 1 it follows that I,x I ::; 1(311,

i.e., measurement error has attenuated the magnitude of the regression coeffi

cient of X. Define fh = ('I"k"I,,~,vecT(3xllzw,vechTExxlzw)T. The

present task is to show that ((30, (3i, (3l')T is identified using the correspondence

between (}o and (}1. Using the relationship

(3.7)

and assuming that rank((3xIIZW) = dim(X) it follows that

(3.8)

and the choice of g-inverse is irrelevant. It easily follows from (3.6) and (3.8)

that

(30 = r~I('1 - (3kllzw(3xIIZW'W),

(31 = r~I(,x + (3XIIZW'W),

(32 = r~I(,z - (3Xll~W(3xIIZW'W).
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Finally, using 'YX = r"'{!:i.(3 and (3.8) , the identities

(3.10)

imply

Thus the model is identified in the parameterization fh. The parameters

((30, (3r, (3i')T are identified through (3.9) and (3.11). A simple estimation

scheme is suggested by (3.9) and (3.11):

• Obtain ,8XI1ZW and txxlzW via linear regression of X on Z and Wj

• Obtain i' = (i'1, i'I, i'I, i'W)T via probit regression of Y on X, Z and Wj

• Use (3.9) and (3.11) to obtain estimates of (3i, i = 0,1,2, by substitution.

It is important to realize that the relation

(3.12)

is not necessarily consistent in the sense of Definition 1.3. If dim(W) > dim(X),

then (3.12) is almost surely inconsistent and the model is said to be over

identified. The finite sample and asymptotic properties of the simple estimators

defined above will depend on the choice of a g-inverse for ,8XI1ZW. If dim(W) =

dim(X) then (3.12) is almost surely consistent since ,8XI1ZW is non-singular and

the simple estimators are maximum likelihood estimators; see below. These
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observations are identical to those noted in the linear model studied in Chapter

2. As in the linear measurement error model, we are able to identify an optimal

g-inverse. This is explored in Section 3.3.

3.2.2 Maximum likelihood estimators

The key to constructing a parameterization amenable to the study of the

maximum likelihood estimator is the fact that (3.7) imparts the restriction

,W E C(,8XI1ZW)

on the parameterization 81 ; compare with (2.2). Define ..\ via

and let

(3.13)

The parameterizations 81 and 82 differ in that 82 automatically incorporates the

restriction (3.13). Maximizing the likelihood of {Yi, Xi, Zi, Wdi=1 with respect

to 82 yields maximum likelihood estimators provided the resulting estimates

satisfy

(3.14)

see (3.10) and (3.11). Inspection of (3.6) yields no other restrictions. Under the

assumed model, the probability that condition (3.14) is satisfied approaches one

as n tends to infinity. Therefore, (3.14) can be ignored in the derivation of the
I

asymptotic theory for th~ maximum likelihood estimator, see result A.3 in the

appendix. By the invariance property of maximum likelihood estimators, the

form of the maximum likelihood estimators for (,80, ,8'[, ,8,[,)T is given by (3.9)
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(3.15)

and (3.11) with the change that ,\ replaces ,8XIIZW'YW. If dim(X) = dim(W),

(3.13) is satisfied and the parameterizations fh and ()2 are equivalent. In

this case the simple estimators are maximum likelihood estimators. These

observations are identical to those noted in the linear model.

3.3 The optimal simple estimator and the main theorem

Using (3.9)-(3.11) and the ~-Theoremit is possible to obtain an expression

for the variance of the asymptotic distribution of the simple estimators. When

there are more instruments available than covariates measured with error, i.e.,

when dim(W) > dim(X), the asymptotic variances, denoted ~(G), will depend

on the choice of generalized inverse GT = ,8XI1ZW. Under the additional

assumptions of Theorem 3.1 it can be shown that ~(G) ~p.d. ~(G) where

GT = {,8I,lzw M - 1,8XI1ZW } -1 ,8II1zwM - 1,

and M = ACOV(i'w - ,8XI1ZW'\,i'W - ,8XI1ZW'\). Simple estimators defined
..... ,.. AT..... ,.. p

with G where G satisfies G ,8XI1ZW = I andG~G are termed optimal simple

estimators.

The optimality of G can be proved directly as in Theorem 2.1. We obtain

the result indirectly by showing that the maximum likelihood estimator is

asymptotically normal with covariance ~(G). However, the result can also

be obtained by formal manipulation of asymptotic expressions. Since 'YW =

,8XI1ZW'\ it follows that

(3.16)

where € = (i'w - ,8XIIZW'\) - ('Yw - ,8XI1ZW,\). Asymptotically, Vn€ converges

in distribution to
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It follows that oX = G -rw can be thought of as the generalized least squares

estimator of oX in the (approximately) linear model (3.16).

In what follows estimators of parameters in fh and (J2 are denoted by placing

hats and tildes over the parameters, respectively. Recall the relationships

f30 = r:;1 (-rI - f3~IIZWoX)

f3I = r:;1 (-rx + oX)

f32 = r:;l(-rz - f3XII£:WoX) , (3.17)

where r-y = Jl -"YkukxlzwoX. The optimal simple estimators are obtained

by maximizing the likelihood of {Yi, Xi, Zi, Wili=1 with respect to (JI and

substituting into (3.17) using

(3.18)

The maximum likelihood estimators are obtained by maximizing the likelihood

of {Yi, Xi, Zi, Wili=1 with respect to (J2 and substituting into (3.17) using

(3.19)

..

The simple estimators are easy to compute. The required computations

consist of probit and linear regressions, which can be done with most statistical

software packages. Theorem 3.1 tells us our simple estimation strategy also

has optimal asymptotic properties. To simplify notation and for ease of

presentation, the theorem is stated and proved for the case dim(X) = 1.

THEOREM 3.1. In addition to (3.1) -(3.3) assume that

•
E(W) = 0, COV(W, Z) = ~wz = 0,
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and dim(X) = 1. Then the optimal simple estimators, defined through (3.17)

and (3.18) , and the maximum likelihood estimators, defined through (3.17)

and (3.19) , are both consistent and asymptotically normally distributed.

Furthermore, the covariance matrices of the limiting distributions are identical.

Before proceeding with the proof it is necessary to establish consistency and

asymptotic normality of 81 and 82 • This is accomplished in Section 3.4. The

proof of Theorem 3.1 is developed in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6 it is shown no

generality is lost assuming (3.20) , provided one appropriately transforms the

instrumental variables.

3.4 Asymptotic distributions

In this section consistency and asymptotic normality of 81 and 82 are

established. Before delving into the theorems, it is convenient to establish a

notation for to the likelihood functions and their derivatives. Define

~i = ~('1 + ,XXi + ,IZi + ,WWi)

Pi = .8xIIZW +.8kI1~WZi + .8kI1ZWWi .

and ~~ similarly where ~'(u) = tu ~(u). Let

and PI similarly where P' = lu P(u). The density of an observation {Yi, Xi, Zi,

Wd in the parameterization (it is !YIXZW!xlzW!zw where

f f - .l".Yi(l j.l".o)l-Yi -1 .l".' ( Xi - Pi ) - fo(()) ( )YIXZW XIZW - '£i '£, (1XXIZW'£ = I 1· 3.21
(1xxlzW

Since ! zw has no role in t e estimation of ()1, the relevant part of the log

likelihood of the observable data {Yi, Xi, Zi, Wi} i=l , multiplied through by ~,
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IS

1 n

In(lh) = - I)og!i(lh).
n . 1.=

The relevant piece of the log-likelihood in terms of ()2 is the same except

,8XI1ZWA replaces l'W· This log-likelihood is written In(()2). Then 81 and 82

maximize In(()t} and In(()2) respectively. The derivative of In(()l) with respect

to ()1 is

1 n 1 n ('lPt(()1iYi,Xi,Zi,Wi»)
- LtP(()liYi,Xi,Zi' Wi) = - L tP2(()1iYi,Xi,Zi, Wi)
n i=l ' n i=l tP3(()1 i Yi, Xi, Zi, Wi)

where, suppressing function arguments,

"', = (Yi - iI';)P; (~) ,

"" ~ "'x:XIZW(X; -1';) (~;)
and

(3.22)

1 2 1
tP3 = 4 (Xi - /-li) - ----,::2,....---

2uXXIZW 2uxxlzW

When working with the parameterization ()2, q>i and Pi are defined as before

except that l'W is replaced by ,8XI1ZWA. The derivative of In(()2) with respect

to ()2 is

where

1
Xi
Zi

.(f;1 = (Yi - q>i)Pi ,8~11ZWWi
o
o

AWi

1
+ 2 2 (Xi - /-li)

UXXIZW
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and

- 1 2 1
tP2 = 4 (Xi - /1i) - ---::2'---

2uXXIZW 2uxxlzW

Note that B2 can be obtained by maximizing In(B1 ) with the constraint

h(B1 ) = 0 where

(3.23)

Why then bother with the parameterization B2 ? The reason IS that the

parameterization B2 facilitates a comparison between the asymptotic covariance

matrices of the optimal simple estimator (derived from ( 1 ) and the maximum

likelihood estimators (derived from ( 2 ). Nevertheless, consistency of 82 IS

established through consideration of In(B1 ) subject to h(B1 ) = O.

The log-likelihood In(BI) is the sum of the component from the probit

regression of Y on (X, Z, W) and the linear regression of X on (Z, W). That is

where i = (ill iX, ik, iW)T. Since the constraint h(BI) = 0 is independent

of u3cxlzw' both the constrained and unconstrained maximizations of In(BI)

can proceed by first maximizing In(BI) with respect to u3cxlzw' Let r =

CiT,,BJ1IZW)T so that B1 = (rT ,u3cxlzw)T. Then considering r fixed,

so that
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The consistency proof exploits the concavity of L:~=llogfY;IXiziwi(')and the

convexity of L:~=1(Xi - Jli)2.

DEFINITION 3.1: Let E be a convex set. A function f on E is concave if

f(AX + (1- A)Y) ~ Af(x) + (1- A)f(y) Vx,y E E ,0::; A::; 1. A function f is

convex if - f is concave.

The following outlines the argument used to establish consistency. A zero

subscript on an expectation operator denotes evaluation at the parameter

value (J~ = {TOT, (O"~XIZW )2}T. The symbol A is often used in the literature

concerning concave and convex functions. It is used here in conjunction with

such functions and should not be confused with the parameter A defined earlier.

i) There exists Tn such that m n(Tn) > m n(T) when T i= Tn and m n(Tn +

AIT) > mn(Tn + A2T) when 0::; Al < A2.

ii) m n (T)~m(T) uniformly for TEe where C is a compact set and

m(T) = Eo {mn(T)}. Furthermore, m(TO) > m(T) when T i= TO.

iii) Combine i) and ii) to show 81 and 81 are consistent for (J~.

LEMMA 3.1. Let f(·) be a function and suppose 3 Xo :7 f( xo) > f( x) whenever

x i= Xo and x E E, E a convex set. Also suppose Xo satisfies h(xo) = 0 for

some continuous function h(·). Let f n (.) be a sequence of functions such that

for each n, 3 Xn :7 fn(x n) > fn(x) whenever x i= Xn and x E E. Also suppose

that fn(x n + AIX) > fn(x n + A2X) whenever 0 ::; Al < A2 and that fn(·)

converges uniformly to f(·) on any compact set C C E. Fix any € > 0 and

define Al = {x : IIx - xoll ::; e}. Then 3 N:7 n > N implies

sup{fn(x) : x E E, h(x) = O} = sup{fn(x) : x E AI, h(x) = O}.

PROOF: First note that h(xo) = 0 and h(·) continuous imply that {x : x E
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Al,h(x) = O} is non-empty. Define A2 = {x : € < IIx - xoll ~ 2€}.

Then :3 Ii > 0 ~ f(x) < f(xo) - Ii for x E A2. To see why, define

A2 = {x : € ~ IIx - xoll ~ 2€}. Then:3 x E A2 ~ f(x) = sUPxE.,h f(x).

But f(xo) > f(x) by assumption. Take Ii = !(J(xo) - f(x)).

Next, by uniform convergence, :3 N ~ n > N implies

Ii
Ifn(x) - f(x)1 < 4 V x E Al U A2.

Then fn(xo) > f(xo) - £ and, for x E A2, fn(x) < f(xo) - ~Ii. Thus

fn(xo) > fn(x) for x E A2.

Recall fn(x n) > fn(x). Suppose Xn E (AI U A2)C n E. It will be shown this

leads to a contradiction. With y = Xo - xn, we have Xo = Xn + y and clearly

:3 AE (0, 1) ~ x* = X n +Ay E A2 • Then

which contradicts fn(xo) > fn(x) for x E A2. •

LEMMA 3.2. H f(·) is concave and :3 Xo E E ~ f(xo) > f(x) V x =i Xo, then

f(XO+AIX) > f(XO+A2 X) whenever 0 ~ Al < A2 and {XO+AIX}, {XO+A2X} E

E.

PROOF: Since f(·) is concave, for all 0 ~ a ~ 1,

so that

Take 1 - a = ~ and the result follows. •

Remark: An analogous result holds for convex functions.
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LEMMA 3.3. For each n, :3 Tn 3 mn(Tn) > mn(T) when T =I Tn. Furthermore,

mn(Tn + AIT) > mn(Tn + A2T) whenever 0 ~ Al < A2.

PROOF: Wedderburn (1976) has established that ~ L:?=Ilog!Y,IX,z,w,(,) is

concave in, and has a unique finite maximum. It is well known ~ L:?=I (Xi 

J.ti)2 is strictly convex in ,8XIIZW and has a unique minimum. Since -log(·) is

a strictly decreasing continuous function, -log ~ L:~I(Xi - J.ti)2 has a unique

maximum. An application of Lemma 3.2, again noting -log(.) is strictly

decreasing, completes the proof. •

THEOREM 3.2. Let E be an open convex subset of ~p and let h, 12 , ••• be a

sequence of random concave functions on E such that V x E E, In(x)~I(x)

as n -+ 00, where 1(·) is some real function on E. Then 1(·) is concave and for

all compact C C E,

sup 11n (x) -1(x)I~O as n -+ 00.
xEC

PROOF: The proof is an immediate almost sure generalization of Theorem 10.8

in Rockafellar (1970), see Andersen and Gill (1982). •

THEOREM 3.3. Let {l'i, Xi, Zi, Wd, 1 ~ i ~ n be i.i.d. each with density

!((}n!zw given by (3.21). Assume ()~ is a fixed element of a convex parameter

space e and satisfies h((}n = O. The function h(.) is defined by (3.23). Let 81

maximize In (th) and 81 maximize In ((}I) subject to h((}I) = O. Then, as n -+ 00

()~ a.s. (}o
I-t 1

()- a.s. (}o
I-t l'
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PROOF: It is assumed the model is identified. By the strong law of large

numbers and Theorem 3.2, as n --+ 00

~ t 10g!Y;IXiziwi(-y)~Eo 10g!Ylxzw(1') uniformly for l' E C1

i=l

where C1 is a compact set. Using result ii) of Rao (1973, p.59),

Again using the strong law of large numbers and Theorem 3.2,

~ t(Xi - fLi?~(u&xlzw)2 + Eo {aTRa} =g(,BXIIZW)
i=l

uniformly for ,BXIIZW E C2 where C2 is a compact set and

and

R = (1)(1, Z, W) .

Clearly,

when ,BXIIZW i= ,B~IIZW and ,BXIIZW E C2 where M is a constant. Now,

-log(·) is strictly decreasing and uniformly continuous on [(u&xlzw?,M] so

that

-log { ~ t,(Xi -I'i)' } ~-log {g(tlXllZW)} uniformly for tlXllZW E C"

and -log{g(,B&IIZW)} > -log{g(,BxIIZW)} when ,BXIIZW i= ,B&'lZW· We have

argued that
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uniformly for TEe a compact set and that m(TO) > m(T) whenever T =I TO.

Then by Lemma 3.1, f and f are ultimately trapped in the set Al = {T :

liT - TOil =::; fl. Since f > 0 is arbitrary, strong consistency follows. Strong

consistency of ukxlzW and ukxlzW follow from the strong law oflarge numbers

and the consistency of f and f. •

Remarks: Since, excepting degenerate cases in the data, the probit and

normal theory log-likelihood are strictly concave and possess unique, finite

maxima, 81 can be obtained as the unique root of a~l In(fh) = o. The maximum

of In(th) subject to h(fh) = 0 can be obtained by maximizing In(B2 ). Since

In(B2 ) is a differentiable function, it's maximum, which with probability one is

finite for n large, will be among the roots of a~21n(B2) = o.

THEOREM 3.4. Let 1 be a function on X x 8 where X is a Euclidean space

and 8 is a compact subset of a Euclidean space. Let lex, B) be a continuous

function of B for each x and a measurable function of x for each B. Assume also

that III(x,B)1I =::; g(x) for all x and B, where 9 is integrable with respect to a

distribution function F on X. IfXl, ... ,Xn is a random sample from F, then

as n -+ 00,

~ t1(Xi,B)!!..:!..+ Jl(x,B)dF(x) uniformly for all BE 8.
1=1

PROOF: Jennrich (1969). •

THEOREM 3.5. Asymptotic normality of M-estimators. Let Xl, ... ,Xn be

i.i.d., possibly vector valued, each with density f(x, BO) where BO is in the

interior of 8 ~ ~p and suppose the following regularity conditions hold.

i) 8 solves 2:~=1 "p(Xi , B) = 0 where Ee {"p(Xj,B)} = 0, tr [E("p"pT)] < 00.
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..) 9~ a.s. 90
11 ---+ .

iii) -J;(x,9) = :e'ljJ(x,9) exists and is continuous in 9.

ivY 1{-J;(x,9)h,il ~ 9i,i(x) for all x,I ~ i,j ~ p and 9 E C where Egi,i(X) <

00, C a compact subset of e.

v) det (Eo {-J;(XI ,90
)}) -10.

Then

vn(O - 9°)~N (0, A-IBA-T )

where A = Eo {-J;(X1,9°)} and B = Eo {'ljJ(X I ,90 )'ljJ(X1,90 )T}.

PROOF: Let p E ~p be a fixed but otherwise arbitrary vector. The mean value

theorem, applicable by iii), together with i) imply
n Inn

0= L pT'ljJ(Xi ,0) = L pT'ljJ(Xi, ( 0
) + L pT-J;(Xi, 9n,p)(0 - 9°)

i=l i=l i=l

Condition i) implies the Central Limit Theorem is applicable, i.e. that
nIn "f, pT'ljJ(Xi, (0)~N {O,pT(Eo'ljJ'ljJT)p}.

Conditions iii) and iv) allow application of Theorem 3.4 so that

uniformly on every compart set C c e. Since O!!:..:!..+OO, it follows 9n ,p!!:..:!..+Oo and

that we may restrict attention to a compact set C with 00 in the interior. These

facts together with the continuity of Eo { -J;(X, O)} imply

I~~ T' - a.s. {T . 0 }
~ LJP 'ljJ(Xi,On,p)---+Eo P 'ljJ(Xl,O) .

i=l
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The theorem follows from application of Slutsky's theorem and an appeal to

the Cramer-Wold device. •

LEMMA 3.4. There exists constants k1 and k2 such that the function P(x)

=~'(x)/(~(x)(l - ~(x))) satisfies

PROOF: The inequality

~'(x) 1
1- ~(x) < x + ;- , x>O

associated with Mill's ratio is given in Kendall and Stuart (1977, p.155). Fix

any N > O. For 0 ~ x ~ N, P(x) is obviously bounded, say by MI' For x > N,

:I M2 E (0,1) 3 ~(x) > M2 whenever x > N. Hence, for x ~ 0,

P(X)<M1I(0~x~N)+ ~2 (X+~)I(X>N)<M1+ ~2 (x+ ~).

Since P(x) is an even function, the result follows with k1 = M1 + M~N and

k - _1_
2 - M 2 ' •

COROLLARY 3.1. Let {Yi,Xi, Zi, Wdi=lbe i.i.d., each with density!(Bn!zw

in (3.21). Let 81 and 82 be strongly consistent roots of the likelihood equations

1 n 1 n- L 'I/J(B1 ) = 0 and - L {J(B2 ) = 0
n. n.

1=1 1=1

respectively. Then
A D

vn(B1 - Bn---+N (O,~)

and

vn(82 - Bn~N (0, E)
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PROOF: The first task is to check conditions i)-v) of Theorem 3.5. Condition

i) is satisfied provided 'l/; and ,(fi satisfy

That the above is true follows from Lemma 3.4 and the fact that moments of all

orders are finite for the normal distribution. Conditions ii) and iii) are evidently

satisfied. Condition iv) is satisfied for 'l/; if it is satisfied for,(fi. Define, =

('l"x"k,·/&)T and V = (Y,X,Z, W). Then,TV = 'l+,xX+,kZ+,~W.

Since attention is restricted to a compact set, 3Ml 3 Ihl! < M l < 00. From

Lemma 3.4,

Next,

'( ) x<l»'(x) { }2P X = - <1»(1 _ <1») - P(x) (1 - 2<1»(x)).

By Lemma 3.4 there exists constants kl ,k2 and k3 such that
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and thus IPII < kl +k2MIIVII + kaM211V1I2. Finally, it is not hard to show that

1~'(x)P(x)1 is bounded. The above imply the absolute value of each element of

(fJ and -if; are bounded by integrable functions of the data only, so that condition

iv) is satisfied. It remains to check condition v).

Define

Similar notation is used for the other components. First note that

Assuming the covariance matrix ~ of the covariates {X, Z, W} is non-singular, it

follows that Eo {ap a .,p2 ((}o)} and Eo {a 2 a .,pa ((}o )} are non-singular.
XI~ O'XXIZW

That Eo { :-y.,p1 ((}o)} is non-singular also follows from the non-singularity of ~

(details are in the proof of Lemma 3.7).

Define "1 = ('Yl'/'x,/'k,,X)T. Then

{:. o} ({ a - o} { a - o})Eo .,p((}) = diag Eo a (3 .,pI (()) , Eo a 2 .,p2 (() ) .
"1, XIIZW UXXIZW

It is obvious that Eo {a 2a {fJ2 ((}O)}, a scalar, is non-singular. It can be
O'xxlzW

shown that non-singularity of E implies Eo {a pa (JI((}O)} is non-singular.
'1/, XI1ZW

The argument is not given, but follows fairly easily from (3.27)-(3.29). Finally,

note that E.,p.,pT = -E-if; and E{fJ{fJ = -E{fJ. •
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3.5 Proof of the main theorem

The purpose of this section is to present a proof of Theorem 3.1. Define

1'1 ,1
1'x ,X

{J,S =
1'z

and ,-Z (3.24)(}T A I-tML = ..\
~ ,W

,8xllzw,8xl!zw

,8Xll£:W ,8Xll£:W

The estimators u5cxlzw and u5cxlzw are omitted. It is apparent from

Corollary 3.1 that u5cxlzw and u5cxlzw have the same limiting distribution

and are independent of {J,s and jiML. The estimators ,8XIIZW and ,8XIIZW
" '" ,.. '" "T

are omitted since (,80,,81, ,82) depends on ,8XIIZW only through G 1'w and

(,80,,81, ,82) do not involve ,8XIIZW' In fact, it can be shown that the asymptotic

variances of ,8XIIZW and ,8XIIZW are different.

Then by examination of the right hand side of (3.17) , it is apparent that the

limiting distribution of the optimal simple estimators and maximum likelihood

estimators are the same provided the limiting distributions of {J,s and jiML

are the same. Using Theorem 3.3 it is easy to show that {J,s and jiML are

both consistent. By Corollary 3.1, jiML is asymptotically normal, and the

same corollary coupled with the 6.-Theorem implies that {J,s is asymptotically

normal. The present task is to derive the form of the covariance matrices of the

limiting distributions.

Recall that ~1 and ~2 are the asymptotic covarIance matrices of l'
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}

e"
Alx Alz A'W):E

I
= AXI Axx Axz Axw

AZI Azx Azz Azw
AWl Awx Awz Aww

(~" Alx Alz

~'wrAXI Axx Axz Axw
= AZI Azx Azz Azw

AWl Awx Awz Aww

where AWl = ACOV('h,i'w) for example. Similarly partition

( B"
BIZ

B!J:E2 = B~l Bzz
0

(E" BIZ rE!W= B~l Bzz
0

The partitions are used extensively below. Suppose that GT ,8XIIZW = 1 and

that a is a consistent estimator of G satisfying aTfixlIZW = 1. Recall that

"YW = ,8XIIZWA. Then,

G~ T ~ GT (G~T GT)~ GT(~ )_ "YW - _ ,W = _ - _ "YW +_ ,W - ,W

~T ~ T T= G (I - ,8xIIZWG )i'w +G (i'w - "Yw)

~T ~ TTl
= G (I - .8XIIZWG hw +G (.yw - "Yw) +op(n- 2 )

T ~

= -G (,8XIIZW - ,8XIIZW)A

(3.25)

The second equality follows from aTfixlIZW = 1. The third equality is justified

by Slutsky's Theorem. The last equality follows from Slutsky's Theorem and

the identities GT ,8XIIZW = 1 and ,W = .8XIIZWA. With M defined as in
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(3.15) and if satisfying if~M it can be shown that all g-inverses of ,BXIIZW

consistent for GT are of the form

The matrix if is an estimated weight matrix. Then (3.25) implies that the

asymptotic distribution of aTi'w is the same for any estimator aT in this

class. This is reminiscent of weighted least squares in linear models; in terms of

the asymptotic distribution of the weighted least squares estimator, consistent

estimation of weights works as well as knowing the weights.

The asymptotic covariance matrix for {ts is

~ = (~SI'Y ~~IP) =s - 0

All Alx AIz AIwG 0 0
AXI Axx Axz AxwG 0 0
AZI Azx Azz AzwG 0 0

(3.26)GTAwI GTAwx GTAWZ GTCG 0 0
0 0 0 0 Bll BIZ
0 0 0 0 BZI Bzz

where C = Aww +,A2B ww.

- T -T TRecall ~I is the asymptotic covarIance matrix of (ij ,,8XIIZW) where

ij = C'h'-;yx, i'k' ,\)T. It is not hard to see that
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,
where

A"" =

(3.28)

A1Z
Axz
Azz

,8XIIZWAWZ

and

(3.29)
(

Bll BIZ 0 )
Apf3 = BZ1 Bzz 0 .

o 0 .x2Aww +Bww

Denote the asymptotic covariance matrix of jjML, see (3.24) , by ~ML. Apply

result A.2 to see that

(
~-l

~-l _ MLI"
ML - 0 o )-1 ,}jMLIf3

(3.30)

where

}j-l _ (.i!ll .i!lZ )
MLIP - BZ1 Bzz

and }j"M1LI" = A"" - A"pA"iJAp" has components

{}jAiLI"} 11 = All _.x2
A1wDAwl

{~AiLI"}IX = A1x _.x2
A1wDAwx

{~AiL,,,Lz= A1z _.x2
A1wDAwz

{~AiLI"}xw = Axw,8xIIZW _.x2
AxwDAww,8xIIZW'
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J
i'

etc., where D = (A2 Aww + BWW)-l. The pattern should be clear. The

asymptotic distributions of ps and j1,ML are the same provided we can show

To do this it is crucial to understand the dependence of the asymptotic

covariance matrix of i on the vector of linear regression coefficients ,8XI1ZW.

To this end, we need the following series of lemmas.

LEMMA 3.5. Suppose X fV N(p" (72). Let h : ~ 1--+ ~ be differentiable and such

that Elh'(X)1 < 00. Then

E {(X - p,)h(X)} = (72 [E {h'(X)}]

PROOF: See Stein (1981, p. 1136). •

LEMMA 3.6. Suppose Y fV N(p" E) where dim(Y) = p and let, E ~p be a fixed

vector. Let h : ~ 1--+ ~ be twice differentiable and such that E{lh(,TY)I} < 00,

E{lh'(,Ty)({Ty _,TP,v) + h({TY)I} < 00 and E{lh"(,TY)I} < 00. Then

E {yyTh(,Ty)} = ko(E + p,p,T) + k1(p"TE + E,p,T) + k2E"TE

where ko = E{h(,Ty)}, k1 = E{h'(,Ty)}, and k2 = E{h"({Ty)}.

PROOF: First note that

E [VVTh('YTV)1= E [ { VAR(V I'YTV)

+ E(V I'YTV)ET(V I 'YTV) } h('YTV) ]

= ko {E - E"TE(,TE,)-l +p,p,T}

+ (E,p,T +p"TE)(,TE,)-lE {(,Ty _,Tp,)h(,Ty)}

+E"TE(,TE,)-2E {(,Ty _ ,Tp,)(,Ty _ ,TP, )h(,Ty)} .
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Apply Lemma 3.5 to show the right hand side is

ko(~ + J.LJ17) + kl(~'YJ.LT + J.L'YT~) + ~'YT'Y~('YT~'Y)-l

X E {('YTy - 'YTJ.L )h'('YTy )}

=ko(~ + J.LJ.LT) + kl(~'YJ.LT + J.L'YT~) + k2(~'YT'Y~)' •

Next we use Lemma 3.6 to examine the asymptotic covariance matrix of the

probit regression estimators.

LEMMA 3.7. Under the assumptions set forth in Theorem 3.1,

ACOy(..yw,'h) = AWl = .8XllZWMl

ACOV(..yw,..yx) = Awx = .8XllZWM 2

ACOV(..yw,..yz) = Axz = ,8xllzwM a

for appropriately defined matrices Mi, i = 1,2,3.

PROOF: Define h(x) = (<<I?'(x))2 j(<<I?(x)(1 - «I?(x))) and

(l)~N(~,E)=N{(~;)'G;: ;g: ~~w)}
~ww

where ~xx = ~uu + ~66' The functions h(x), h'(x) and h"(x) are bounded

since each function is continuous and approaches zero as x approaches ±oo.

Then Lemma 3.6 is applicable and used to show that

where

ADl = kl~1+ koJ.L

ADD = ko~ + k2~'Y'YT~ + klJ.LIT~ + kl~IJ.LT + kOJ.LJ.LT
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and .1 = (-yX, "'r'f, "'r'&- )T. The constants ko , k1 and k2 are defined as the

expectations of the function h(·) and its first and second derivatives evaluated

at,l +,xX+,!Z+,WW. Results A.I and A.2 of the appendix are applicable

provided ~ is non-singular. Then

{E( tPl tPi)} -1 = (1~~ 1~~)
where

(

AXX Axz
ADD = Azx Azz

Awx Awz

AXW)
Azw
Aww

and

= (ko~ +ka~"T~)-l

k- l 't"'-l k T= 0 LJ - 4" , (3.32)

AD1 = (~~:) = _k~lADDAD1
AWl

with ka = (k2 - kfk~l) and k4 = kak~2(1 + kak~llT~l)-l.

Partition

(

Cxx Cxz cxw)
~-l = Czx Czz Czw

Cwx Cwz Cww

and again apply results for inverting partitioned matrices to see that

Cwx = -~iiJw~wxF = -f3XI1ZWF

Cwz = ~iiJw~wxF~xz~z1 = f3XllzwFf3II1£:W

Cww = ~iiJw + f3XllzwFf3II1ZW

(3.33)
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so that, using (3.32) and the results derived above,

Awx = k;;ICWX - k4,8xIIZWA"YX = ,8XIIZW(_k;;lF - k4A"YX)

= ,8XllzwM2

Awz = k;;ICWZ - k4,8xllzwA"YI = ,8XIIZW(k;;1F,8III£:W - k4A"YI)

= ,8XllzwM3

Aww = k;;ICWW - k4,8xIIZWA2,8IIIZW = k;;IE~w

- ,8XIIZW(k4A2 - k;;lF),8xIIZW

= k;;IE~w - ,8xllzwM 4.

Finally, using (3.33) and (3.31)

AWl = -k;;I(Awx,Awz,Aww)(kIEl+kop)

=k;;I(AwXHI + AwzH2) + klk;;l Aww(Ewx"Yx + Eww,8xIIZW A)

=k;;I(AwxHI + AwZH2) + kl k;;l (k;;l ,8XIIZW({X + A))

- ,8XIIZWM 4(Ewx"Yx +Eww,8xIIZW A)

= ,8XIIZWM I

where

HI = kl(Exx"Yx + Exz"YZ + Exw,8xIIZW A) + pxko

H 2 = kl(Ezx"Yx +Ezz"Yz) +pzko. •

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1: We need to show that
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which follows provided L:s l"YL:iiLll1 = I , see (3.26) and (3.30). Define the sets

g = {l,X, Z, W} and:F = {l,X, Z}. Then, using Lemma 3.5,

,BXIIZWGT AWi = AWi for i E:F.

Note that, by definition,

j=k
j =I- k.

(3.34)

Th d t f th ·th I f ~-l 'th th kth f ~ £e pro uc 0 e J co umn 0 .uMLll1 WI e row 0 .uSI"Y' or

1 <.5: j, k <.5: 3 is

L: (AkiAij) + AkWQ.8k I1ZwAWj
iEt:

- A
2 (L: AkiAiWDAWj) - A

2
AkwQ.8kllzwAwwDAWj

iEt:

= L: AkiAij - A2 (L: AkiAiW) DAWj
iEO iEO

_{Ikk' j = k
- 0, j =I- k.

The product of the fourth column of L:iiLll1 with the kth row of L:s1"Y' for

1 <.5: k <.5: 3, is as above except that ,BXIIZW multiplies the equation from the

right. So far, we have not used the actual form of the optimal g-inverse GT
, but

rather only that it satisfies GT ,BXIIZW = 1. The last steps require we exploit

the form of GT
. Recall that

When 1 <.5: j <.5: 3, the product of the jth column of 'EiiLll1 with the fourth row
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of ESb is

T{ ~ ( -) 2 T-G LJ AWiAij + (Aww + A Bww )G,8XIIZWAwj
iEF

- ,X2 (~AW'A'W DAW;) - ,X2(Aww + ,X2 BwwlQ8IIIZWAwwDAw; }

= GT
{ - AWW (,X2 Aww + Bwwl

2 T 2 - -+ (Aww + A Bww)G,8xIIZW(A Aww + Bww)

-,X2(I -AwwAwwl - ,X2(Aww + ,X2BwwlQ8IllzwAww }DAWJ

T{ 2 T 2} - -= G (Aww + A Bww)G,8xIIZW - (Aww + A Bww) BwwDAwj

=0.

The last equality follows from the form of GT
. Finally, the product of the

fourth column of E"ilLlfi with the fourth row of ESb is just as above except j is

replaced by W and the equations are multiplied on the right by ,8XIIZW. The

product is

T{ ~ ( -) 2 T-G LJ AWiAiW + (Aww +A Bww)Q.,8xIIZWAww
iEF

- A2 (L: AWiAiWDAww)
iEF

- ,X2(Aww + ,X2BwwlGI9IllzwAwwDAww }I9X1IZW

= 1 - G
T

{(Aww +,X2B wwlQ8IIIZW

- (Aww +,X2Bwwl} BwwDA ww19xlIZW

= 1. •
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3.6 Centering the instrumental variables

We argue that no generality is lost assuming (3.20). Define

W* = W - E(W IZ) = (W - /lw) - ~wz~z1(Z - /lz).

Clearly E(W*) = 0 and COV(W*, Z) = o. We show the following. The

maximum likelihood estimators are unaffected using W* in place of W. The

simple estimators are affected, in that their asymptotic covariance matrix is

different. However, the asymptotic distributions of the simple estimators using

W* and using

W* = (W - ftw) - ~wz~z1(Z - ftz)

are the same, provided that /lw, /lZ, ~WZ, and ~zz are consistently estimated.

It follows the simple estimators defined with W* replacing W are fully efficient.

The remainder of the section verifies this claim.

Denote estimators obtained by replacing W with W* as before except

superscribed with a *. First consider the maximum likelihood estimators. It is

not hard to see that

1'; =1'1 + A,aJ
1
1ZW(/lW - ~wz~z1/lz)

1'z = 1'Z + ~z1~ZW,aXI1zwA

(3.35)

The remaining estimators are unchanged, that is

( '* -* {3-* hTf,*)T (' - {3- hT - 2 )T'" ,"{x, XI1ZW, vec LlXXIZW = "',"{x, XI1ZW, vec O"XXIZW .
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Substitute (3.35) into (3.17) with D = A to see the maximum likelihood

estimators are unaffected when W· replaces W in the data. Next consider

the simple estimators. Similar to (3.35), we have

1'; = 1'1 + i'w(pw - EwzEz1pz)

i'z = i'z + Ez1Ezwi'w

~. ~ ~T -1
,8xIIZW = ,8xIIZW + ,8XI1ZW(PW - EwzEzzpz)

,.. '" 1'"
,8Xll£:W = ,8Xll£:W + Ezz Ezw,8xIIZW' (3.36)

The remaining estimators are unchanged. Substitute (3.36) into (3.17) with

D = CT
')'W. The estimator for ,81 is unchanged. The estimators for ,80 and ,82

are changed. Specifically,

P; = Po + (1''& - i''&CPkllZW)(PW - EwzEz1pz)f:;-1

P; = PI
P; = P2 +Ez1Ezw(i'w - PXI1ZWC

T
i'w )f:;-l.

Since (i'w - PXI1ZWOT
i'w)~O the additional terms are consistent for zero,

so that (P~,P; ,p;T)T is consistent for (,80,,81, ,8,[)T. A simple argument using

Slutsky's Theorem will show that replacing PW, pz, Ewz, and Ezz by, for

example, the corresponding sample moments results in estimators with the

same asymptotic distribution as (P~, P;,p;T)T.

3.7 Expressions for the asymptotic variance

of the simple estimators

The next task is to derive the form of the asymptotic distribution of the

optimal simple estimators (Po, PI, p,[)T. Asymptotic normality follows from
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the asymptotic normality of {Ls and a straightforward application of the

b,.-Theorem. Our primary interest here is obtaining an expression for the

asymptotic covariance matrix for (~o, ~1' ~l.')T.

Let {L = (1't'~XIIZW,a-i-xlzw)T denote the probit and linear regression

estimators. The task is to obtain matrices 'Vi, i = 0,1,2 such that

This is the 6.-Theorem. Then it follows ACOV(~i,~j) = ViT~V; where

,

and, as defined previously,

(
~1

~= ~

o
~2

o
~ ),
~3

~1 = ACOV(1',1'),

~2 = ACOV(~xIIZW' ~XIIZW),

~3 = ACOV(a-i-xlzw,a-i-xlzw)'

Since each Pi contains the elements r,;l and GT'YW we first derive expressions

for them. In fact, we have already seen that

see (3.25). Next, note the 6.-Theorem is applicable to the function g(x)

(1 - x )-i provided x f. 1. Then
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Apply the Ll-Theorem again to the function g(a, b, c) = abc to see that

~-1 -1 1 -3 { T G 2 (~ ) + T( 2 2 )GTr'Y - r'Y = 2r 'Y "YW O"XXIZW "YX - "YX "Yx O"XXIZW - O"XXIZW _ "YW

+ "YXO"~XIZW(GTi'w - GT"YW )} + op(n- i ). (3.37)

We can now easily obtain, for example, Vi.

(3~ (3 ~-1(~ +G~T~) -1( +GT )1 - 1 = r'Y "YX _ "YW - r 'Y "YX _ "YW

( ~-1 -1)( GT) -1(~ )= r'Y - r'Y "YX +_ "YW + r 'Y "YX - "YX

+ -1(G~T~ GT )+ (_1)r'Y _ "YW - _ "YW op n 2 •

Using (3.25) and (3.37) ,

,.. ,.. T ,.. T ,..
(31 - (31 = V1gx ("YX - "YX) + VIgw("YW - "YW) + Vlbw((3xIIZW - (3XIIZW)

+ V1s(iT~xlzw - O"~XIZW) + open-i),

where

v; ( GT ) 1
-3 T G 2 -1Igx = 'X +_ ,W 2' r 'Y 'W-O"XXIZW + r'Y

V; ( GT) 1 -3 2 GT -1 GT
Igw = "YX +- "YW 2r 'Y "YXO"XXIZW- + r 'Y -

Vlbw = -).V1gw

Vis = ("YX +G
T

"YW )~r:;-3 "YxGT"YW.

Then
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The vectors Vo and V2 are constructed similarly. In particular, letting

v; -1
OgI = r-y

VOgx = (-rl - f3xl1zwG
T,w)~r:;-3,~Gui-xIZW

1
VOgw = ('1 - f3xI1zwGT,w)2r:;-3,xui-xlzwGT - r:;-I f3xl1zwGT

V; -IGTObI = -r-y _ ,W
VObw = -,\Vogw

( T )1 -3 GTVOs = ,1 - f3xIIZWG ,W 2r -y ,x_ ,W

and

V2gx = (,z - f3XII£:WGT,W )~r:;-3,~Gui-xIZW
TT -1
Y2gz = r-y

1
V2gw = (,z - f3XII£:WGT,W)2r:;-3,xuixIZWGT - r:;-I f3XII£:WGT

TT -IGT
Y2bz = -r-y _ 'W

we have

3.8 A simulation study

In this section the results of a small simulation study are described. The

model specification is a rough match to a subset of data from the Framingham
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Heart Study, see Gordon and Kannel (1968). In the Framingham study, the

binary response Y indicates the presence or absence of coronary heart disease.

Measured covariates include blood pressure and age. The specification for the

covariates used in the simulation study is

",N

133
133
46
120
120

302 + 121
302
42

319
303

302 42 319 303
302 42 319 303
42 73 40 40

319 40 440 368
303 40 368 415

The specification is such that one covariate is measured with error, one without

error and two instruments are available. The covariate X is measured systolic

blood pressure at the start of the study and Z is age. The instruments

WI and W2 are blood pressure measurements taken two and four years after

the start of the study. The analytic expressions for E(Y), CORR(Y, U) and

CORR(Y, Z) depend on the parameters (/30, /31, /32)' The notation CORR(·,·)

denotes the correlation of the arguments. Values for (/30, /31, /32) were obtained

by specifying values for E(Y) ,CORR(Y, U) and CORR(Y, Z) and then solving

the analytic expressions for (/30, /31, /32)' Here /30 is the intercept, /31 the

coefficient of U and /32 the coefficient of Z. In particular, we set E(Y) = .1 ,

CORR(Y, Z) = .15 and varied CORR(Y, U) at .15, .25 and .35. The value

CORR(Y, U) = .15 corresponds roughly to a subset of the Framingham data.

The sample size for the simulations was set at n = 1500 and the number

of data sets generated for each of the three specifications was 1,000.. Four

different estimators were computed: an estimator that ignores measurement

error, termed the naive estimator; a simple estimator using the generalized

inverse aT = (,BJ
1
IZW,BxIIZW)-1 ,BJ

1
1ZW; the optimal simple estimator; and

the maximum likelihood estimator.
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Results are presented in Tables 3.1-3.5 and are as expected, based on the

theory. The optimal simple estimators and the maximum likelihood estimators

behaved similarly in terms of BIAS and MSE, see Table 3.1. In Table 3.1, a

<> between two values indicates the difference was significant at the 5% level

but both individual values were not significantly different form zero at the 5%

level. Thus, a <> indicates statistically significant differences that are probably

not practically significant. A * between two values indicates the difference was

significant at the 5% level and at least one individual value was significantly

different from zero. Thus, a * indicates statistically significant differences that

may be practically significant.

The estimators that correct for measurement error performed substantially

better than the naive estimator in all cases. For example, as CORR(Y, U)

increased from .15 to .35, the relative efficiency between the naive estimator

and the optimal simple estimator, defined as ~siii~l ' decreased from 50% to

8%.

Presented in Table 3.2 are the results of computing 95% Wald-type confidence

intervals. The intervals were computed using the expressions derived in Section

3.7. The proportion of intervals covering was close to the nominal level further

indicating the asymptotic theory is relevant at the sample size studied.

To determine whether differences in MSE were practically significant, relative

efficiencies between the simple and optimal simple estimators and the maximum

likelihood estimator and optimal simple estimators were computed. The results

are presented in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. Based on the entries in Table

3.3, the statistically significant differences between the MSE's of the simple and

optimal simple estimators observed in Table 3.1 may be practically significant.
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Table 3.4 indicates differences in MSE between the maximum likelihood and

optimal simple estimators are not practically significant.

Table 3.5 presents the correlation matrix for the four estimators of (31 when

CORR(Y, U) = .25.

The consistency and efficiency results of the previous sections relied on the

assumption of normally distributed covariates, instruments and errors. The

estimators will not be consistent when this assumption is violated. A simulation

study was done to assess the robustness of the optimal simple estimator. Results

are presented in Table 3.6. The distribution of the covariates (U, Z, W) was

based on Chi-squared random variables with four degrees of freedom, shifted

and scaled to have the same first two moments as above. The measurement

error was normally distributed as before. The number of simulations was 1,000.

The naive and optimal simple estimators were compared in terms of bias,

mean squared error, and percent coverage of 95% Wald-type confidence in

tervals. The optimal simple estimator performed much better than the naive

estimator in all cases. For example, the relative efficiency of the naive estimator

to the optimal simple estimator for (31 went from 59% to 22% as CORR(Y, U)

increased from .15 to .35.

As expected, comparison of Tables 3.1 and 3.6 indicates the optimal simple

estimator computed with Chi-squared distributed covariates has more bias than

when the covariates are normally distributed. However, the optimal simple

estimator did not lose much in terms of mean squared error and in some cases

did better. These results are encouraging, since in practice covariates will not

be exactly normally distributed.
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3.9 Summary

An analysis of a probit regression model where normally distributed covari

ates are convolved with normally distributed measurement error was presented.

When normally distributed instrumental variables are available, the regression

parameters of the probit model were shown to be identified, provided the num

ber of instruments is at least as great as the number of covariates measured

with error.

A class of computationally simple estimators of the regression parameters was

defined. When the number of instruments is equal to the number of covariates

measured with error, the only estimator in the class is the maximum likelihood

estimator. When more instruments are available than covariates measured

with error, the class of simple estimators is indexed by a class of generalized

inverses. A generalized inverse was identified that is optimal in the sense that

the associated simple estimator has an asymptotic distribution identical to the

maximum likelihood estimator.

A simulation study supported the theory and indicated the optimal simple

estimator may be robust to normality assumptions.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of BIAS and MSE. Asterisks or diamonds between two values
indicates the difference was significant at the 5% level, see the discussion in Section 3.8 for
details.

Parameter Naive Simple Opt. Sim. MLE

CORR(Y, U) = .15

130 = -4.078 BIAS xl0 3.91 * -0.24 -0.23 <> -0.21

MSE 0.29 * 0.21 * 0.19 0.19

131 =0.012 BIAS xl03 -3.58 * .012 0.12 <> 0.13

MSE xl05 1.78 * 1.10 * 0.89 * 0.89

132 =0.025 BIAS xl05 193.39 * 1.77 1.99 <> -0.99

MSE xl05 3.46 * 3.27 * 3.21 3.21

CORR(Y, U) = .25

130 = -5.595 BIAS xlO 9.05 * -0.21 -0.30 * -0.29

MSE 0.97 * 0.26 * 0.22 * 0.22

131 =0.025 BIAS xl03 -7.85 * 0.12 0.20 * 0.22

MSE xl05 6.71 * 1.31 * 1.02 1.02

132 =0.019 BIAS xl05 370.77 * -2.48 -7.27 <> -11.12

MSE xl05 4.75 * 3.69 3.63 3.63

CORR(Y, U) = .35

130 = -7.695 BIAS xl0 1.71 * -0.22 <> -0.37 <> -0.35

MSE 3.14 * 0.42 * 0.37 * 0.37

131 =0.041 BIAS xl03 -14.10 * 0.13 * 0.26 * 0.28

MSE x105 20.63 * 2.10 * 1.72 1.73

132 =0.014 BIAS xl04 56.74 * -.84 <> -1.57 <> -2.07

MSE xl05 6.99 * 4.60 * 4.49 * 4.47
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Table 3.2 Percent coverage of 95% Wald-type confidence intervals for the optimal simple
estimator.

CORR(Y,U)

Parameter .15 .25 .35

f30 95.8 96.1 95.4

f3l 96.4 96.5 94.7

f32 94.9 94.6 93.3

Table 3.3 Relative efficiency of the simple estimator to the optimal simple estimator. Table
. MSE os

entnes are MSE S

CORR(Y,U)

Parameter .15 .25 .35

f30 .881 .860 .896

f3l .804 .782 .822

f32 .980 .985 .975

Table 3.4 Relative efficiency of the maximum likelihood estimator to the optimal simple
. T bl . MSE(OS)estimator. a e entnes are MSE(MLE)'

CORR(Y,U)

Parameter .15 .25 .35

f30 1.001 1.002 1.003

f3l .997 .998 .998

f32 1.001 1.001 1.003
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Table 3.5 Correlations between estimates for (31 when CORR(Y, U) = .25.

Naive Simple Opt. Sim. MLE

Naive 1 .662 .711 .709

Simple 1 .906 .906

Opt. Sim. 1 1*

MLE 1

* To five decimal places, correlation=.99979.
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Table 3.6 Robustness of the optimal simple estimator. An asterisk between two values
indicates the difference was significant at the 5% level, see the discussion in Section 3.8 for
details. Percent coverage refers to the percentage of 95% Wald type confidence intervals
that contained the true value.

Parameter Naive Opt. Simple

CORR(Y, U) = .15

f30 = -4.078 BIAS x10 3.29 * -0.52

MSE 0.23 * 0.17

% Coverage 81.0 * 93.8

f31 = 0.012 BIAS x103 -3.05 * o.39

MSE x105 1.40 * 0.83

% Coverage 68.6 * 95.1

f32 = 0.025 BIAS x105 171.71 * 11.54

MSE x105 2.81 * 2.68

% Coverage 92.9 * 94.4

CORR(Y, U) = .25

f30 = -5.595 BIAS x10 6.64 * -1.81

MSE 0.57 * 0.23

% Coverage 54.0 * 94.2

f31 = 0.025 BIAS x103 -6.10 * 1.36

MSE x105 4.16 * 1.10

% Coverage 20.3 * 93.7

f32 = 0.019 BIAS x105 347.34 * -30.80

MSE x105 3.77 * 2.87

% Coverage 90.6 * 95.2
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Table 3.6 (continued) Robustness of the optimal simple estimator.

Parameter Naive Opt. Simple

CORR(Y, U) = .35

/30 = -7.695 BIAS x10 11.41 * -4.34

MSE 1.49 * 0.52

% Coverage 24.8 * 90.0

/31 =0.041 BIAS x103 -10.14 * 3.06

MSE x105 10.95 * 2.37

% Coverage 3.9 * 89.4

/32 =0.014 BIAS x104 55.06 * -4.23

MSE x105 6.04 * 3.81

% Coverage 82.8 * 95.4
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CHAPTER 4

Optimal Estimating Functions for Generalized Linear

Measurement Error Models with Instrumental Variables

4.1 Introduction

This chapter concerns adjusting for measurement error in generalized linear

models in canonical form when instrumental variables are available. Optimal

estimating functions for the functional measurement error model and optimal

estimating functions for the structural model with the distribution of the true

covariates unspecified are identified. The theory is a generalization of that in

Stefanski and Carroll (1987). They considered efficient estimation in generalized

linear measurement error models when the ratio of the response variance to

the measurement error variance was known. Here the additional information

allowing identification of model parameters is in the form of instrumental

variables.

The model studied has the following form. Given a covariate p-vector U = u

and covariate q-vector Z = z, Y has density

f - {Y({3o + u
T

(31 + zT(32) - b({3o + u
T

(31 + zT(32) + ( "-)} (4.1)
YIUZ - exp a( </» c y, 'r

with respect to a u-finite measure v. In the examples considered the dominating

measure is either Lebesgue or counting measure. Compare to (4.1) to equation

(1.1) in Chapter 1. The right hand side of (1.1) depends on a function g(.). Here

get) = t, which is the canonical representation of the generalized linear model

(1.1). The canonical form is necessary for application of the theory described

below. Suppose U cannot be observed directly, but given U = u one observes
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X according to

where E66 = diag(u; , ... ,u~). We also observe instrumental variables W such

that, given U = u and Z = z, the k-vector W has density

_Ie _1

!wlUZ = (271") ~ IEwwlUzl 2

{
IT T Txexp -2(w-e-7J u-"'{ z)

X EiiwIUZ(W - e- TJTU - "'{Tz) }. (4.3)

The observable data consist of n independent observations (Y, X, W) and the

associated covariates z. If the covariates {Ui, zdf=l are considered fixed, a

functional model is obtained. When {Ui' zdf=l are considered realizations from

independent identically distributed random variables {Ui, Zi} f=l' a structural

model is obtained.

This chapter has the following organization. Section 4.2 briefly discusses why

ordinary maximum likelihood is not a viable method in the functional model

and outlines an approach to estimation based on estimating functions. An

optimal estimating function is defined, and for a particular class of models, the

optimal estimating function is identified. In Section 4.3 the optimal estimating

function for the functional measurement error model above is derived. Section

4.4 presents the theory for the structural model. An analysis of the optimal

estimating function for linear and logistic regression is considered in Section

4.5. A simulation study for the logistic model is presented in Section 4.6 and a

summary of the results is given in Section 4.7.
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4.2 The optimal estimating function

In statistical estimation problems classical maximum likelihood theory does

not generally apply when the dimension of the parameter vector is on the order

of the sample size. Neymann and Scott (1948) were the first to illustrate this.

They demonstrated maximum likelihood estimators that were inconsistent or

inefficient. In the functional linear measurement error model, knowledge of the

ratio of response variance to measurement error variance leads to consistent

estimators for the regressJon parameters but inconsistent estimators for the

variances. In logistic regression, knowledge of the measurement error variance

identifies model parameters but maximum likelihood fails to produce consistent

estimators, see Stefanski and Carroll (1985).

Indeed, maximum likelihood is not an option for the model given by (4.1)

(4.3). Take Ui = Xi to see the likelihood is unbounded as diag(~66) -t O. In

fact, in the normal theory linear model, the solution to the derivative of the log

likelihood yields a saddlepoint, see Solari (1969). An alternative to maximum

likelihood is needed.

In our effort to overcome the effects of nuisance parameters we will work

with estimating functions rather than directly with estimators themselves. To

motivate the ideas we consider a generalization of the model given by (4.1)

(4.3). Suppose the data consist of n independent observations Y1 , ..• , Yn such

that Yi , possibly vector valued, has density

(4.4)

where fJ E e ~ ~d and Ui E ~p. Interest lies in estimating the structural

parameters fJ. The ~ = (uT, ... ,u'!:)T are nuisance parameters.
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Fixing y = y., an estimating function ¢+ (J!..,{), y.) is a function of the data

y = (Yl, ... , y;[')T and the structural parameters (}. An estimator Bfor (}

solves ¢ +(Y, B, y.) = o. Such estimators are often termed M - estimators. Define

V = ;e log fy and i = L:?=1 Vi. Attention is restricted to estimating functions

¢+ that satisfy the following conditions.

i) ¢+ = L:?=1 ¢(Yi, (}, Ui).

ii) Ee,u¢(Y, (}, u) = 0 for any (} E 8, u and U E ~p.

iii) Ee,:!!;e¢+(Y' (},y.) = -Ee,:!!{¢+(Y, (},ff)iT(y, (},y)).

iv) EII¢(Y, (}, u)1I < 00.

Denote the class of functions satisfying i)-iv) by w. Restriction i) seems

natural since the data are assumed independent. Estimating functions that

satisfy ii) are termed unbiased. As noted in Carroll and Ruppert (1988, p.

210), this condition is almost necessary to establish consistency. The idea is

that, while we may not be able to consistently estimate ((},y), by specifying

a fixed sequence y., we can consistently estimate (}. Note that in general

Ee,:!!i(Y, (},y.) =F 0 when y =F y. so that generally i ~ w. Restriction iii) is

fairly standard and follows provided differentiation and expectation can be

interchanged.

When ii) is satisfied, the variance of the estimating function is E¢+¢r.

Godambe (1976) defines the sensitivity as E ;e¢+. Assuming that the sensi

tivity is invertible, it is convenient to study standardized estimating functions

¢ 8 = (E ;e¢+)-1¢+. The following defines an optimal estimating function, see

Godambe (1976).

DEFINITION 4.1: An estimating function ¢: is said to be optimum if
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for all "p+ E \l1.

What relevance do properties of an estimating function have to the estimator

itself? Theorem 3.5 suggests the answer. Under regularity conditions, an

estimator 8solving "p+ = 0 has the property

Thus, optimal estimating functions can yield consistent estimators achieving a

variance lower bound.

The present task is to identify the optimal estimating function in the class \l1

for the model (4.4). Note that, considering 8 known, S(y; 8) is sufficient for Ui

by the Factorization Theorem. The idea is to construct a conditional likelihood

from the distributions of Yi given Si (1 ~ i ~ n). If S is complete and does

not depend on 8, then the conditional likelihood yields an optimal estimating

function for 8 free of the nuisance parameters y. When S depends on 8, optimal

estimating functions for 8 can again be derived from the conditional likelihood.

However, the optimal estimating function will generally depend on the sequence

y generating the data, see Lindsay (1982).

The following theorem identifies the optimal estimating function in the class

\l1 for the model (4.4). For a more general result, see Lindsay (1982).

THEOREM 4.1. Let Yl, ... ,Yn be independent each with density

fy = h(y;8)g(S(y;O);O,u)

with respect to a-finite measure v. Suppose that, when 0 is considered known,

S(Yi; 0) is complete and sufficient for Ui. Let "pi = Vi - E(ViISi). Note that Vi,
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and hence 1/Ji, depends on the null Ui generating Yi. Denne

n

1/J: =L1/J;·
i=l

Then

for 1/J+ E W with equality iff1/Js = 1/J; almost everywhere v.

PROOF: First note that with () considered fixed, the sufficiency of S for U

implies 1/J* is unbiased. Next, for 1/J+ E W, completeness of S together with

property ii) above imply E(1/JIS) = O. Conditioning first on S, it then follows

that Ee,u1/J1/J*T = Ee,u1/JVT so that

(4.5)

Now, i is evaluated at the sequence:!! generating YI, ... ,Yn so that condition

iii) and (4.5) imply

(4.6)

Note that if i was evaluated at i! =I :!!, then (4.5) still holds but cannot be

combined with condition iii) to get (4.6). Using (4.6) we have

E(1/Js - 1/J;)(1/Js - 1/J;)T = E1/Js1/J; - E1/Js1/J;T - E1/J;1/J; + E1/J;1/J;T

= E1/Js1/J; - E1/J;1/J;T .

The theorem is proved since the matrix on the left hand side is non-negative

definite and equal to zero iff 1/J; = 1/Js almost everywhere v. •
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Remark: The value of the theorem seems questionable. The optimal esti

mating function requires knowledge of the sequence 1! generating Y. However

if 1! were known, i(OJ 1!), not ¢:' would be the optimal estimating function.

Of course it may be that i(OJ 1!) i. \11, but if 1! were known the restriction

Ee,u¢(Y,O,u) = 0 for u,u E ~p should be weakened to Ee,u¢(Y,(),u) = 0 for

u E ~p so that \11 is irrelevant. On the other hand, in practice 1! is unknown and

the theorem tells us we cannot find the globally optimum estimating function.

This problem is addressed in the next two sections.

4.3 The optimal estimating function for the model (4.1)-(4.3)

The objective of this section is to derive ¢: for the functional model given by

(4.1) -(4.3). The specific cases of linear and logistic regression will be analyzed

in Section 4.5.

To derive the optimal estimating function note

where n = {a( </>)} -1~66, is complete and sufficient for u when

is known. Sufficiency and completeness follow from the fact that, with 0 fixed,

the density corresponding to (4.1) -(4.3) belongs to the exponential family with

parameter space an open rectangle in ~p. From Theorem 4.1 the optimal

estimating function ¢: corresponding to 0 is constructed from the components

Y -E(Y I S)

{Y - E(Y IS)}u

{Y - E(Y IS)} z
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The optimal estimating function depends on the unobservable {Ui} i=l as a

sequence of weights. Then at best, we can only hope to estimate the optimal

estimating function. It is not hard to see that the optimal estimating function

remains unbiased when U is replaced by a function of S. Lindsay (1982)

, ", .~,

:4> c(Y, 4» - E {:4> c(Y, 4» IS}

W -E(W IS)

vec [{W - E(W IS)} uT
]

vec [{W - E(W IS)} zT]

vech {WWT - E(WWT IS)}

diag {XXT
- E(XXT IS)} . (4.8)

!

_l

identifies the optimal estimating function in a class of estimated estimating

functions where Ui is replaced by a function of Si. For the measurement error

models considered by Stefanski and Carroll (1987), Lindsay's optimal estimated

estimating function is quite complex and thus less than fully acceptable. The

models here are even more complex. Reasonable alternatives are to simply

replace U by S or E(X IS). Note that

is biased for u, but if I~ssI is small, the bias is small. Since X is unbiased for u

and S is sufficient for u, E(X I S) is a uniformly minimum variance unbiased

estimator of u.
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4.4 Nonparametric structural case

In the preceding sections we considered estimating (J in the presence of

nuisance parameters 1:£ = (u[, ... ,u,[;)T. In the structural model the covariates

are random so the the density of an observation (Y, X, W) given Z = z is

!YXWIZ = J!Yluz(u)!xlU(u)!wlUz(u)!ulz(u) d'\(u) (4.9)

where !YIUZ, !xlU and !wluZ are defined by (4.1)- (4.3). The density of

U given Z = z is !ulz and ,\ represents Lebesgue measure on ~p. The log-

likelihood of n independent observations is ~
n

1= Llog!y;x;w;lz;. I

i=l

With V = :9 log !Yx wI Z the likelihood score i I E V is then the optimal
I

estimating function. Integration has eliminated! the nuisance parameters.

However, the integral requires knowledge of fUlz. Since U = u is not observed,

it may be difficult to determine an appropriate choice for !Ulz. If i is computed

using fUlz = fb1z but in fact the data are observed according to fUlz = fg lz ,

the likelihood score is no longer unbiased in general and an inconsistent

estimator may result. The density !ulz is now the nuisance parameter. Recall

that in the functional model we considered estimating functions that were

unbiased regardless of the underlying u generating the data. Here, attention is

restricted to estimating functions that are unbiased for any !ulz E :F where :F

is a collection of densities.

The theory in this section parallels that in the previous sections. An optimal

estimating function is derived by conditioning on a type of complete, sufficient

statistic. The sense that the statistic is complete and sufficient is made clear in

what follows.
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The first task is to clearly define an appropriate class of estimating functions.

Care is necessary in defining the parameter space since for certain models

w = /30 + /3[u + /3'[Z is restricted to a segment of the real line. For the normal,

logistic and Poisson models there are no restrictions but the gamma model, for

example, requires w E (0,00). Let w be restricted to H and define () as in (4.7).

The restriction to () is the product space e = ~ x ~p x ~q x ~+ x ... x ~P+.

With T = ((},!ulz) and supp(Julz)= support of !ulz, the parameter space for

the structural model is

Tz = {T: () E e,!ulz E:F, wE H for u E supp(Julz)},

The subscript denotes that the parameter space can depend on the fixed value

of z. Expectations throughout this section are conditional on Z = z. For

simplicity, the conditioning is often not indicatedj E(Y IU = u) always means

E(Y IU = u, Z = z). When convenient, the conditioning is exhibited directly.

The estimating functions considered are those '1/;+ satisfying

i) '1/;+ = 2:7=1 'I/;(Y'i,Xi , Wij(},Zi).

ii) Er'l/;(Y,X, Wj(},z) = 0 VT E Tz •

iii) E r to'l/;(Y,X, Wj(},z) - -Er{'I/;(Y,X, Wj(},z)VT(y,X, Wj(},z)} VT E

Tz •

iv) Erll'l/;(Y, X, Wj (), z)1I < 00 VT E Tz •

Denote the class of estimating functions satisfying i)-iv) by w. The objective is

to find the optimal estimating function in this class.

As in the functional model, define

(4.10)
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where n = {a(<p)} -1 ~c5c5 and define () by (4.7). In the functional model, with

() fixed, the sufficiency of S for u means the distribution of (Y, X, W) given

U = u, Z = z and S = s does not depend on u. Then it may seem to be simply

true that the distribution of (Y,X, W) given Z = z and S = s is independent

of fUlz, This is the sense that S is sufficient for fUlz in the structural model.

A proof is given in the following proposition and corollary. We first remind the

reader of the measure-theoretic definition of conditional expectation.

DEFINITION 4.2: Let (n, T, P) be a probability space. Suppose X IS an ~

integrable random variable on this space and Q a sub-a-field of T. Then there

exists a random variable E(X IQ), unique almost surely, satisfying

i) E(X IQ) is measurable Q

ii) faE(X IQ) dP = faX dP for all G E Q.

A random variable satisfying i) and ii) is called a version of E(X I Q).

Conditional probability is a special case. Let X = lA. Then peA IQ) is defined

as E(X IQ).

PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose a random variable Yon a measurable space (n,T)

has density fy = h(y)f g(S(y),u)fu(u) d'x(u) with respect to a a-finite

measure 7r. Suppose also that h is integrable 7r. Then the distribution of

Y given S = s does not depend on fu.

PROOF: The proof for the discrete case is straight forward but omitted.

The proof for the general case follows closely that of the sufficiency of the

factorization criterion in the Factorization Theorem; see, for example, Lemma

1 of Billingsley (1986, p. 473).

Since h is integrable 7r, it is no restriction to assume f h d7r = 1. Define a
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probability measure Pfu over (n, T) by

Pfu(A) = Lfy d7r = L[J gfu d,\] h d7r.

Define a probability measure P over (n, T) by peA) = fA h d7r. Then

Pfu(A) = fA [J gfu d,\] dP. Define Q to be the sub-/7-field of T induced by 8,

i.e. Q= /7(8). Note that f gfu d,\ is measurable Q. Then for G E Q,

fa peA IQ) dPfu = fa E(IA IQ)Jgfu d,\dP.

Since f g fu d,\ is measurable Q, the left hand side is

fa E(fA Jgfu d,\ IQ) dP.

By the definition of conditional expectation this last expression is

fa fA Jgfu d,\ dP = ina Jgfu d,\ dP = Pfu(A n G).

We have shown fa peA I Q) dPfu = Pfu(A n G), i.e. that peA I Q), the

conditional probability calculated with respect to P, is a version of Pfu (A IQ).

Since P does not depend on fu, the proposition follows. •

COROLLARY 4.1. Given U = u and Z = z, suppose Y,X and W have densities

given by (4.1)-(4.3). TheJ the distribution of(Y,X, W) given 8 = s and Z = z

does not depend on fUlz,

PROOF: Recall that the distributionofY, given U = u and Z = z, is absolutely

continuous with respect to v. Let 7r denote the product measure of v and

Lebesgue measure on ~p+k. Then the conditional distribution of (Y,X, W) is

absolutely continuous with respect to 7r and the associated Radon-Nikodym

derivative has the factorization

fyxwlUZ = hey, x, w; 8, z)g(8(y, x, w; 8); 8, u, z),
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where S is given by (4.10). The corollary follows from the proposition provided

h is integrable 7r. The function h corresponding to (4.1)-(4.3) is

h [
Y(f3o+f3'{Z) ( A.) 1 T -1 1( c T)T -1 ( C T)]= exp a(<jJ) +C Y,o/ -2X ~66 X- 2 W-~-"Y z ~ww W-~-"Y z .

Then provided f30 + f3! z E H, h is integrable 7r. •

The next step is to determine what is meant by completeness of S and then

determine conditions when this is so.

DEFINITION 4.3: Let 8 denote a collection of functions and A a measure. If

Jt(s)g(s) dA = 0

for all 9 E 8 implies t(·) = 0 almost surely A, then we say 8 is complete.

The distribution of S is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue

measure A on ~p. Write !slz for the density of S. For each fixed z and 8

there is a family 8z,0 of such densities; !slz E 8z,0 corresponds to a !ulz E :F'z,o

where :F'z,o = {!ulz: (8,!ulz) E Tz}.

ASSUMPTION 4.1: For each fixed z and 8, 8 z ,0 is complete with respect to A.

The sense that S is complete, provided by Definition 4.2 and Assumption

4.1, is the same as the usual meaning of completeness except the family 8 z ,0

is indexed by the collection of densities :F'z,o, whereas in the classical notion

a complete family is indexed by a Euclidean parameter space. However, it is

not immediately clear what restrictions are imposed on :F'z,o by Assumption

4.1. For this reason we make the following assumption and show it implies the

prevIous one.

ASSUMPTION 4.2: For each fixed z and 8, :F'z,o is complete with respect to Az,o

where Az,o is Lebesgue measure restricted to {u E ~p : f30 + f3[u + f3! z E H}.
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Assumption 4.2 implies Assumption 4.1.

PROOF: Fix Z and () and note

•. 1¢>(S)!SIZ d>" = 11¢>(S)!SIUZ!UIZ d>..z,o d>"

= 1[1 ¢>(s )!SIUZ d>..] !UIZ d>..z,o.

Then J¢>(s)!slz d>" = 0 implies, by completeness of :Fz,o,

1¢>(S)!SIUZ d>" = O. (4.11)

Now, for fixed (), the distribution of S given U = u and Z = z is an exponential

family in u with parameter space U = {u : f30 + f3iu + f3iz E H} an open

subset of ~p. This implies the family {!slUz(s;u,z)}uEu is complete so that

(4.11) implies ¢>(s) = 0 almost everywhere >... •

Note that :Fo,z is complete with respect to >"o,z provided :Fo,z contains a

complete family. For example, if {u : f30 + f3iu + f3iZ E H} = ~p then

>"o,z is Lebesgue measure on ~p and :Fo,z = :F is complete if it contains all the

p-dimensional normal densities.

We are now in a position to identify the optimal estimating function. Suppose

that !ulz is the density generating U given Z = Z and define

.p: = t,.pi =t, [i(Yi, Xi, Wi; 9, !uIZ" zoJ

- E {i(Yi, Xi, Wi; (), !UIZp Zi) ISi = Si, Zi = Zi} ]. (4.12)

The expectation in the expression above is taken with respect to the distribution

of (Y, X, W) given S = S and Z = z. By Corollary 4.1, this distribution is

independent of !ulz, implying that "p* indeed satisfies Er"p* = 0 for T E Tz •

As in the functional model, completeness of 8 z ,0 implies the optimality and

uniqueness of "p:. This is formally stated in the next theorem.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let {(Yi, Xi, Wi, Zi)}i=l be n i.i.d. random variables such

that, given Zi = Zi, (Yi,Xi, Wi) has density (4.9). Then Assumption 4.1 or

Assumption 4.2 implies

for 'l/J+ E \II with equality iff'l/Js = 'l/J; almost surely.

PROOF: The proof is identical to that of Theorem 4.1. •

Before remarking on the Theorem we first derive the form of the optimal

estimating function. To compute the optimal estimating function, note that

Z'( . () ) _ J fo!YXWlUz!ulz dA
y,X,W, ,Z - f

YXWIZ

= E[:O log!YXWlUz(y,x,Wj(),U,z)

IY = y, X = x, W = W, Z = z] .

Now, sufficiency of 5 for u implies the distribution of U I Y, X, W, Z is

equivalent to the distribution of U I 5, Z. A formal argument for this is that

!YXWIUZS = !YXWIZS implies

!USZ !YXWUZS
!ulsZ = -f- = f = !uIYXWZS = !uIYxwz,

SZ YXWZS

Then

i(y,x,Wj(),z) = E [:0 log!YXWlUz(y,x,Wj(),U,z) 15= s,Z = z]. (4.13)

Using (4.12) and (4.13) it follows that the optimal estimating function is of the
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As noted in the functional model, the optimal estimating function remains

unbiased when E(U I S) is replaced by any function of S. The first function

that comes to mind is the identity function, that is replace E(U IS) by S. The

resulting estimating function is not optimal unless E(U IS) is linear in S. The

linear and logistic models are explored in the next section and conditions that

imply E(U IS) is linear in S are given. The implication is that, while replacing

The discussion following Theorem 4.1 is applicable here with little change.

Knowledge of fUlz is required to find tI':. However, if fUlz was known, i is

the optimal estimating function. Constructing tI':.l by specifying fUlz = fb1z

may not be optimum in 'II if fUlz = f~lz =f=. fb,z· However, tI':.l is

still unbiased, and regularity conditions ensure the existence of a consistent

estimator. Furthermore, the optimal estimating function depends on fUlz only

through E(U Is, Z) =E(U IS), and then as a sequence of weights.

(4.14)

Y - E(Y IS)

{Y - E(Y IS)}E(U IS)

{Y - E(Y IS)} z

:4> C(Y, 4» - E {:4>C(Y, 4» IS}

W-E(W IS)

vec [{W - E(W IS)} E(UT IS)]

vec [{W - E(W IS)} zT]

vech {WWT
- E(WWT IS)}

diag {XXT
- E(XXT IS)}.

form

I

I·
J
(

~.'.'..'.""'...11,

....

.....

·'····.1·····.·.·

,

~~;

~ .
it"'1'.

"."l:~_:

:.. ,'.t
~~f
:""'1
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E(U IS) with S is not always optimal, it is at least optimal in certain cases.

4.5 The optimal estimating function in linear and logistic regression

Recall from Chapters 2 and 3 that analysis of the linear and probit models

required dim(W) 2:: dim(X). This is also the case here. Suppose that E(U IS)

is replaced by S in (4.8). Write X = S - yn,sl - Ec5c51]E~wW. Then for

purposes of estimation in the logistic and normal theory linear models, the

component diag{X X T - E(X X T I S)} is equivalent to

1]E~w {YW - E(YW IS)}.

If dim(W) < dim(X), then

n

1]E~w L {YiWi - E(YiWi ISin
i=l

(4.15)

contains at most dim(W) linearly independent estimating equations. However,

(4.15) is trying to estimate the dim(X) parameters in Ec5c5. Evidently the

number of instruments must be at least as great as the number of covariates

measured with error.

4.5.1 The linear model

The task is to analyze 1P: corresponding to the following normal theory linear

model;

X=U+6

(
U) {(J-tU) (EUU 06 rv N 0 0 Ec5c5
f 0' 0 0
( 0 0 0
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For simplicity, the covariates Z are omitted. Consistent with the notation in

(4.3), lJwwlU is used instead of lJ". This model is of the form (4.9). Define

() = (.80,.8i, 0";/:, diagT(lJ.s.s), ~T, vecT7]T, vechTEwwlU )T,

()+ = «()T, /-L~, vechTEuu )T,

and fyxw«()+) the density of an observation (Y,X, W). Let

. 8
l(()+) = 8()+ log fyxw(()+).

PROPOSITION 4.3. The maximum likelihood estimator for ()+ under the model

(4.16) is a solution to the optimal estimating function.

PROOF: Using the same argument leading to (4.13) it follows that

8( T ~TlJ )T logfyxw = E[8( T ~TE )T logfu(U) IS]/-Lu' vec uu /-Lu' vec uu

where fu is the normal density corresponding to (4.16). The components of

the maximum likelihood score corresponding to !lU and Euu are then

/-Lu :

Euu:

E(U IS) - /-Lu

E {(U - /-Lu)(U - /-Lull s} -lJuu. (4.17)

In the following, repeated use is made of the joint normality of (Y, X, W, U, €, 6, O.

Note

E(U IS) = /-Lu + EsuEs~(S - /-Ls)

E(UUT IS) = Euu - EusEs1Esu +E(U IS)E(U Isl,

so that the components for /-Lu and Euu can be written

/-Lu : S - /-Ls

Euu : (S - /-Ls)(S - /-Ls)T - Ess.
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)

I
I
f The optimal estimating function is constructed by summing the terms t/Ji =

ii - E(ii lSi), i = 1, ... , n. Since the maximum likelihood estimator solves

E~=l ii = 0, the proposition will follow provided the maximum likelihood

estimator also solves E~=l E(ii lSi) = O. We show that E(i I S) is a matrix

multiple of (4.18), or more accurately that vec{E(i I S)} is a matrix multiple

of [(S - J.tS)T, vecT{(S - J.ts)(S - J.tS)T - ~ss}}T.

Starting with (4.13), the components of E(i IS) are easily seen to be

(30 :

,..2 •
VEE·

r? :

~WWIU:

E(Y IS) - (30 - (3'[E(U IS)

{E(Y IS) - (3o}E(U IS) - E(UUT IS)(31

E(y2 IS) - 2E(Y IS)(3o + (3~ - (3'[E(UUT IS)(31 - q;E

diag[E(XXT IS) - 2E(X IS)E(UT IS)

+ E(UUT IS) - ~oo ]

E(W IS) - e- r?E(U IS)

{E(W IS) - OE(UT IS) - r?E(UUT IS)

E(WWT IS) - eE(WT IS) - E(W IS)eT-

r?E(UUT I S)'TJ - ~wwlU· (4.19)

Note that E(i IS) depends on S only through (S - J.ts) and (S - J.ts)(S - J.tS)T.

First consider the (30 component;

E(Y IS) - (30 - (3'[E(U IS) = E(e IS) = ~Es~s1Cs - J.ts),
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so that the f30 component is a matrix multiple of (4.18). For the f31 component,

{E(Y IS) - f3o}E(U IS) - E(UUT IS)f31

= E(U IS)E(e IS) - EUUf31 + EusEs1Esuf31

= /luE fsEs1(S - /ls) +EusEs1 {(S - /ls)(S - /ls)T - Ess} Es1Esf

+ EusEs1Esf - EUUf31 +EusEs1Esuf31.

Recall that !YISU = !YIS so that f3YlsQ = 0, where f3YISU is the coefficient of

U in the linear regression E(Y I S, U). It is not hard to show
1

f3YISU = -Eu~lsEusEs1ESY + EU~lsEUY'

Since Esy = ESUf31 + ESf and Euy = EUUf31 it follows
I

EusEs1(Esf +Esuf3d - EUUf31 = 0

so that the f31 component is a matrix multiple of (4.18).

Next consider the (1;f component;

E(y2 IS) - 2E(Y IS)f3o + f3~ - f3[E(UUT IS)f31 - (1:f

= (1}YIS + (f3o + f3[E(U IS) +E(€ IS))2

- 2(f3o + f3[E(U IS) +E(€ IS))f3o + f3~

- f3[(Euuls +E(U IS)E(U IS)T)f31 - (1:f

= f3[EUUf31 - EysEs1Esy +E(€ IS)2

+2f3[E(U IS)E( € IS) - f3[Euulsf31

= Ef sEs1{(S - /ls)(S _/ls)T - Ess} Es1Esf

+ 2f3[/lueS - /ls)Es1Esf +2f3[EusEs1

x {(S - /ls)(S _/lS)T - Ess} Es1Esf + EfsEs1Esf

+2f3[EusEs1Esf + f3[EusEs1Esuf31 - EysEs1Esy.
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Since ~YS = f3r~us + ~ES, it easily follows

The arguments for the remaining components are very similar and therefore are

omitted. •

In the course of proving the proposition it was argued that E(U IS) is linear

in S for the model (4.16). Thus, for the normal theory linear model, that is

when !YIU, !xlU and !wlU are normal densities, replacing E(U I S) with Sis

optimal when fu is also a normal density.

4.5.2 Logi.'Jtic regre.'J.'Jion

The first task is to derive the optimal estimating function for logistic

regression. Proposition 4.4 gives conditions that ensure E(U IS) is linear in 8

for the logistic model. A simulation study for the logistic model is presented in

Section 4.6.

The Jacobian of the transformation that takes (Y, X, W) into (Y, 8, W) has

determinant one. Define F(x) = {1 + exp(-x)} -1, F = F(f3o + 13'[u + 13'[z )

and p, = ~ + "ITu + ,Tz. Then

I
fY,s,w = FY(1 - F)l-r (27l")-~ 1~661~

{
1 1 T

X exp - "2(8 - ~66f31Y - ~66TJ~wwlUzW - u)

xE,I(S - E,,(3,Y - E"qE;;lwlUzW - u)}

x (27l")-tl~wWlUzl-! exp {-~(W - P,)T~iiwIUZ(W - P,)}.
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Define

!-tY = S - ~66{31Y - u,

By = ~~wlUz(!-t +1J
T

!-tY) = ~~wlUz{1JT(S - ~66{31Y) +e+,..?z},

A-I = ~~WIUZ(~WWIUZ + 1JT~661J)~~WIUZ'

!Y,S,W = F Y (1 - F)I-YclAI-i (27l")-t

x exp [ - H(W - AByfr ' (W -ABy) -B~ABy

T~-1 T~-1 }]+ !-ty LJ66 !-tY +!-t LJwwlUz!-t . (4.20)

Define !-tl as !-tY evaluated at Y = 1, that is !-tl = S - ~66{31 - u. Define !-to, B o,

and B 1 in the same manner. Let ~1 = -BrAB1 + !-tr~6l!-tl + !-tT~~wlUz!-t

and ~o = -Bl'ABo + !-tl'~6l!-to + !-tT~~wlUz!-t. With this notation it readily

follows that

Y( F)I-Y {I (BTAB T -1 T~-1 )}!Y,S = F 1 - cexp -2 - Y Y + !-tY~66 !-tY +!-t LJWWlUz!-t

and

!S = Fcexp ( -~~1) + (1- F)cexp ( -~~o) . (4.21)

Then

( IS)
Fcexp(-~~1)

Pr Y = 1 = 1 1
Fcexp(-2~1)+ (1 - F)cexp(-2~O)

1
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where

f3~ = f30 - eT(~wwlUz + r?~ssTJ)-lr?~ssf31

1+ 2f3r~ss {TJ(~wwlUz + TJT~S{jTJ)-lTJT - ~r;l} ~{j{jf31

f3r = {I - TJ(~wwluZ + TJT~{j{jTJ)-lTJT~{j{j}f3l

and

Next, note
1

E(W IS) = Jwlwis dw = Jw L IY~W dw.
y=o

Using (4.20) and (4.21) if readily follows that

( I ) Fcexp(-!.6.l )ABl + (1 - F)cexp(-!.6.o)ABo
EW S = 1 ( ( 1Fcexp(-2.6.I) + 1 - F)cexp -2.6.0 )

= ABlPr(Y = 1 IS) + ABoPr(Y = 0 IS).

In a similar manner we compute

E(WWT IS) = (A +ABlBrA)Pr(Y = 1 IS) +(A +ABoBJ'A)Pr(Y = 0 IS).

Finally,
1

E(YW IS) = L JywIY,W,s dw
y=o Is

=t [YAByFY(1 - F)l-yc
y=o Is

x exp { -~ (- B;AB. +I';E,/I'. + I'TE~wlUzI')} ]
= ABlPr(Y = 1 IS).

We now have all the components to construct the optimal estimating function.

The next proposition gives conditions that imply E(U IS) is linear in S.
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose U I Y "oJ N(p,y,~) and Pr(Y = 1) 11"1

1 - Pr{Y = 0). Also suppose 6 "oJ N(O, ~c5c5), ("oJ N(O, ~wwlU) and

X=U+6

W=e+r?U+(

Then

Pr(Y = 1 IU = u) = F(Po +piu) = {I + exp(-Po - piu)}-l

where

(
11"1 ) 1( T -1 T -1 )Po = log 1 _ 7l"1 +"2 1-£0 ~ 1-£0 - 1-£1 ~ 1-£1,

PI = ~-1(1-£1 - 1-£0)'

Also,

PROOF: It is well known that the conditions of the theorem imply

Pr(Y = 1 IU = u) = F(Po +piu)

where Po and PI are defined as above. The interest lies in showing that E(U IS)

is linear in S. The Jacobian of the transformation that takes

into
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has determinant one. A routine, though tedious, calculation shows that

!Y,U,S = (1 - 7l"t}I-Y7l"n~661-! l~wwlUl-! lEI! (27l")-P

x exp [ - H(u - !'YfE-' (u - !'Y)

+(Cu - jl)TD(Cu - jJ)}]

where

ji = S - ~66,81Y - ~66'IJ~RJwlUe,

- -1 T
C = I + ~c5c5'IJ~wwlU'IJ ,

D = ~"ic51 -'lJ(~WWIU + 'lJT~e5e5'IJ )-I'IJT,

E = ~WWIU(~WWIU + 'lJT~c5c5'IJ)-I~WWIU·

This expression is equivalent to

!Y,U,S = (1 - 7l"1)I-Y 7l"n~c5c5l-! l~wwlUl-! IEI!(27l")-P

x exp [ - H(U -r'B)TA(u - r'B)

+!,~E-'!,y + jJTDjJ - BTAB}]

where

A = ~-1 +CTDC,

B = CTDji + ~-I/LY.

Straightforward algebra shows CTD = ~"ir Recall,81 = ~-I(/Ll - /Lo) so that

A 't'"I-l 't'"I-l 't'"I-l T
= LJ + LJc5c5 + 'lJLJwwlU'IJ ,

B = ~"ic51 S + ~-1 /Lo - 'IJ~RJwlUe.
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Now, sufficiency of S for u means !YISU = !YIS which implies that !uls =

!uISY. Then it readily follows that

so that

E(U IS) = A-IB

_ (~-I + ~-I + 'Yl~-I 'YlT)-I(~-IS + ~-Ill. 'Yl~-I C) •
- L.J L.J66 ",L.JwWIU"' L.J66 L.J ,0 - ·,L.JwwIUl" •

4.6 A simulation study

As in Section 3.8, the specifications for the simulation study here are based

on a rough match to the Framingham Heart Study data, see Gordon and Kannel

(1968). The model is such that one covariate is measured with error and two

instruments are available. See Section 3.8 for details.

The specification of the mis-measured covariate U and the covariate Z is

(U) '" N{(133) ( 302 42) }
Z 46 ' 42 73 .

(4.22)

Conditional on U = u and Z = z, the specification for the instruments is

where

The specification for X is

X=U+8
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where 8 "'" N(O, 121). Values for ({3o, (3I,(32) were obtained by exploiting the

close relationship between the logistic and probit models. In particular, the

logistic distribution can be written as a scale mixture of the normal cumulative

distribution function, see Stefanski (1990). Recall that in the probit model

values for ({3o, (3I, (32) were obtained by specifying values for E(Y) ,CORR(Y, U)

and CORR(Y, Z) and then solving the resulting equations for ({3o, {3I, {32), see

Section 3.8. Values for the logistic model were obtained by scaling the values

computed for the probit model by (.58763)-1, see Balakrishnan (1992, p.

532). For example, when U and Z are distributed as in (4.22), the values

({3o, (3I, (32) = (-6.939, .021, .042) ,correspond closely to setting E(Y) = .1 ,

CORR(Y, U) = .15 and CORR(Z, U) = .15 and solving the resulting equations

for ({3o, (31, (32) when the logistic model holds. The exact computations could be

done, but the approximation is quite good and also convenient since values were

already computed for the probit m:~del. As in the probit model, CORR(Y, Z)

was set at .15 and CORR(Y, U) varied at .15, .25 and .35.

Three estimators were computed: An estimator that ignores measurement

error, termed the naive estimator; the estimator corresponding to the optimal

estimating function where E(U I H) is replaced by H, termed the conditional

estimator; and a one-step version of the conditional estimator as described

below.

The conditional estimator and its one-step version were computed by appli

cation of the GaUSS-Newton~Orithmto the optimal estimating function. The

algorithm requires starting~ues, computed as follows. Starting values for the

parameters (6, '1]I, 'Yd of tHe linear regression of WI on (U, Z) were obtained

using the two-stage least squares instrumental variable estimator using (W2 , Y)
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as instruments., see Judge et. al. (1985). Starting values for (6,7]2,1'2) were

obtained using (WI, Y) as instruments for the linear regression of W2 on (U, Z).

Since

T 2 ~ T
7] Uuu = LJWX - I' UZX,

Ubu was estimated using

~ 2 (~~T)-1 ~(~ ~)Uuu = 7]7] 7] LJWX - UZX

where twx and uzx are the sample moment estimators of ~wx and UZX

respectively. The measurement error variance was estimated by subtraction;

Starting values for (/30, /31, /32) were the naive estimates, that is the estimates

obtained from the logistic regression of Yon (X, Z). Finally, the starting value

for ~wwlUz was obtained via the relationship

~ ~ T2 T2 2TLJWWIUZ = LJww - 7] Uuu7] - I' Uzzl' - 7] UXZl'·

The conditional estimator proved difficult to compute. Part of the difficulty

may be attributed to the use of numerical rather than analytical derivatives in

the Gauss-Newton algorithm. Numerical derivatives were used because the

analytical derivatives are quite complicated. The proportions of times the

algorithm computing the conditional estimator did not converge were .118,

.064 and .029 when CORR(Y, U) was .15, .25 and .35, respectively. Apparently

convergence properties of the algorithm depended on CORR(Y, U). The reason

is because as CORR(Y, U) increases, Y becomes a better instrument for U so

that better starting values are obtained.
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The component of the estimating function corresponding to O'~6 seemed the

problem when convergence did not occur. To illustrate, partition the optimal

estimating function as

'l/J* - ('l/Ji(O»)
+ - 'l/J2(O)

The component 'l/Ji contains the estimating equations for fl. and 'l/J2 IS the

estimating equation for 0'16. The estimate ~ solving

was easily obtained when O'~6 = a~6 is fixed at its starting value. Usually only

four iterations of the algorithm were required, so that there was no difficulty

computing the one-step estimator which is defined as follows.

i) Obtain~ by solving 'l/Ji(fl.,a~6) = o.
ii) Compute the one-step estimator 918 = (b..T,a-~6)T by applying one step of

the Gauss-Newton algorithm to the complete set of estimating equations

'l/J:, using (~, a~6) as the starting value.

Table 4.1 presents the estimated bias and mean squared error of the naive,

conditional and one-step estimators. The results are based on 500 data sets for

which the conditional estimator converged. A 0 between two values indicates

the difference was significant at the 5% level but both individual values were not

significantly different form zero at the 5% level. Thus, a 0 indicates statistically

significant differences that are probably not practically significant. A * between

two values indicates the difference was significant at the 5% level and at least
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one individual value was significantly different from zero. Thus, a * indicates

statistically significant differences that may be practically significant. The

conditional and one-step estimators behaved similarly and did substantially

better than the naive estimator in terms of bias and mean squared error.

Table 4.2 presents the relative efficiency of the one-step estimator to the

conditional estimator. Table 4.3 compares bias and mean squared error of the

one-step estimator between data sets where the conditional estimator converged

to when it did not converge.

The conditional and one-step estimators are M-estimators. Then regularity

conditions imply the asymptotic variances of these estimators can be computed

via the formula given in Theorem 3.5. For example, an estimate of the variance

of the conditional estimator [} is

The variances computed in this fashion were much too large. The substitution of

numerical derivatives for analytical derivatives may be the problem and perhaps

bootstrap or jackknife estimates would do better. Further research is needed.

4.7 Summary

This chapter identified optimal estimating functions in a class of generalized

linear measurement error models when instrumental variables were available.

The form of the optimal estimating function was nearly identical for the

functional and non-parametric structural measurement error models. In both

models, the optimal estimating function depends on quantities not available

to the statistician; the functional model required knowledge of the sequence

Y. and the non-parametric structural model required knowledge of E(U IS).
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I
i

-4

\
;

Arguments for replacing:!! or E(U I S) with S were given. In the structural

model, cases where E(U IS) is linear in S were identified when the regression

was linear or logistic, implying that no information is lost by replacing E(U IS)

with S in these cases.

In the structural normal theory linear model, the maXImum likelihood

estimator is a solution to the optimal estimating function. Thus, our approach

extends instrumental variable estimation to generalized linear models in a

natural and coherent fashion.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of the naive, conditional and one-step estimators. Comparison is for
data sets where the conditional estimator converged. Asterisks or diamonds between two
values indicates the difference was significant at the 5% level, see the discussion in Section
4.6 for details .

.-
Parameter Naive Conditional One-step

:

CORR(Y, U) = .15

130 = -6.939 BIAS xlO 7.18 * -0.48 <> -0.56

MSE 0.95 * 0.82 * 0.83

131 = 0.021 BIAS xl03 -6.40 * 0.52 <> 0.60

MSE xl05 5.99 * 4.79 * 4.86

132 = 0.042 BIAS xl03 3.12 * -0.60 <> -0.64

MSE xl04 1.11 1.09 1.09

CORR(Y, U) = .25

130 = -9.521 BIAS xl0 14.84 * -1.26 * -1.44

MSE 2.78 * 1.29 1.28

131 = 0.042 BIAS xl03 -13.30 * 0.78 * 0.93

MSE xl05 19.65 * 6.74 6.67

132 = 0.032 BIAS xl03 7.30 * 0.21 <> 0.14

MSE xl04 1.62 * 1.22 1.22

CORR(Y, U) = .35

130 = -13.095 BIAS xl0 28.43 * -0.56 <> -0.84

MSE 8.78 * 1.83 1.83

131 = 0.070 BIAS xl03 -23.55 * 0.64 <> 0.87

MSE xl05 57.85 * 9.96 9.96

132 = 0.023 BIAS xl03 9.82 * -0.84 <> -0.94

MSE xl04 2.18 * 1.58 1.59
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Table 4.2 Relative efficiency of the one-step estimator to the conditional estimator. Table
. MSE(OS)

entrIes are MSE(S) .

CORR(Y,U)

Parameter .15 .25 .35

f30 .987 1.007 1.000

f31 .986 1.000 1.000

f32 .999 1.000 .998

Table 4.3 Performance of the one-step estimator when the conditional estimator did not
converge. Note that numerical values in the Converged column are from Table 4.1. An
asterisk between two values indicates the difference was significant at the 5% level, see the
discussion in Section 4.6 for details. CORR(Y, U) = .15.

Did not

Converged converge

Parameter (n=500) (n=1l8)

f30 = -6.939 BIAS xlO -0.56 2.59

MSE 0.83 * 1.17

f31 = 0.021 BIAS x103 0.60 * -2.38

MSE xl05 4.86 6.20

f32 = 0.042 BIAS x103 -0.64 1.18

MSE xl04 1.09 1.41
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APPENDIX

RESULT A.l. (see Rao, p.33) Let A be a non-singular matrix, and U and V

column vectors. Then

RESULT A.2. Let A and C be non-singular symmetric matrices. Then

(
A B)-1 (W -WBC-1 )

BT C = -C-1BTW C-1+ C-1BTWBC-1

indicated inverses exist.

RESULT A.3. Let iJu be tbe unique maximum of Ln(fJ). Let iJR maximize Ln(fJ)

subject to x( B) = O. Assume

Pr(x( iJu ) = 0) ---4 1,

and

Tben
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PROOF: Define 8 = I(X(8u) = 0) where 1(·) is the indicator function. Note
A p A

that h'-----t1 and that (}R can be written

Then

An application of Slutsky's Theorem gives the result. •
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